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The system uses a GPS (Global Positioning System) sensor, Bluetooth modem, and OLED (organic 
light-emitting diode) screen to display navigational information to a motorcycle rider. Currently 
supported navigational information are speed and heading, with a framework in place for future 
turn-by-turn navigation.  The system is powered by a lithium-ion battery pack and controlled by an 
Arduino Micro. For turn-by-turn navigation, an Android powered smartphone running our Android 
App is required. Our system aims to reduce safety hazards from having to tilt or move one’s head 





















With all the safety innovations in automobiles which have caused a drop in the national motor-
related deaths, one might think that there are also innovations available to motorcyclists; however, 
this is not the case.  In 2008, motor vehicle crash-related deaths involving cars and light trucks 
reached an all-time low in the United States. At the same time, however, motorcyclist deaths reached 
an all-time high, more than doubling between 1999 and 2008. A recent CDC study found that 
between 2001 and 2008, more than 34,000 motorcyclists were killed and an estimated 1,222,000 
persons were treated in a U.S. emergency department (ED) for a non-fatal motorcycle-related injury 
[1]. Unfortunately, there is a great shortage of data to support our claim that looking down at the 
instrument cluster while riding a motorcycle is dangerous. Figure 1 shows a motorcyclist’s normal 
view of the road, while Figure 2 shows the view when looking down at the instrument cluster. It is 
apparent that looking down to check the speed causes a temporary reduction in road visibility. Our 
goal was to eliminate this liability by moving the speedometer to the helmet. 
 
Figure 1: Normal View (Looking Straight) [4] 
 
Figure 2: Impaired View (Looking Down) [4] 
II. Background 
This section explains the GPS, Bluetooth, Arduino Microcontrollers, and Android technologies. 
This should serve as a general overview of how they are able to help us in this project. 
GPS and NMEA Protocols 
We are using the UP501 GPS NMEA Talker, which is a GPS Device that constantly sends out 
NMEA Sentences. From “GPS Data” we read [2]:  
The National Marine Electronics Association (NMEA) has developed a specification that 
defines the interface between various pieces of marine electronic equipment. The standard 
permits marine electronics to send information to computers and to other marine equipment 
... GPS receiver communication is defined within this specification. Most computer 
programs that provide real time position information understand and expect data to be in 
NMEA format. This data includes the complete PVT (position, velocity, time) solution 
computed by the GPS receiver. The idea of NMEA is to send a line of data called a sentence 
that is totally self-contained and independent from other sentences. ... All of the standard 
sentences have a two letter prefix that defines the device that uses that sentence type. (For 
GPS receivers the prefix is GP) which is followed by a three letter sequence that defines the 
sentence contents. ... Each sentence begins with a '$' and ends with a carriage return/line 
feed sequence and can be no longer than 80 characters of visible text (plus the line 
terminators). The data is contained within this single line with data items separated by 
commas. The data itself is just ASCII text and may extend over multiple sentences in certain 
specialized instances but is normally fully contained in one variable length sentence. ... There 
is a provision for a checksum at the end of each sentence which may or may not be checked 
by the unit that reads the data. The checksum field consists of a '*' and two hex digits 
representing an 8 bit exclusive OR of all characters between, but not including, the '$' and '*'.  
There are a couple settings that we needed to change to get the UP501 working for our uses. First 
we hand to change the output mode of the Talker to only output GPRMC sentences, which are the 
most basic and essential sentences that have speed and heading. With the output decreased from 
four to one NMEA Sentence, we were able to increase the output rate from 1 Hz to 5 Hz without 
needing to increase the baud rate.  
Bluetooth Communication 
How it Works 
Bluetooth uses radio frequencies to send all different kinds of data from sound, to strings and 
numbers to any Bluetooth receiver. A radio frequency has to travel on a certain band. For example, 
when you are listening to the radio on 93.1, you are traveling on the 93.1MHz wave. For Bluetooth 
devices to communicate, they must be on the 2.4 GHz band. A lot of devices around you, like your 
garage opener, already operate on that wave. Bluetooth is very smart in avoiding interference from 
other devices. One way this is being done is by emitting very low power; this helps lower the signal 
distance to 10 meters.  
Safety 
Curt Franklin, an author at How Bluetooth Works wrote in great detail on how the devices connect 
to one another and are able to ignore surrounding devices: 
When Bluetooth-capable devices come within range of one another, an electronic 
conversation takes place to determine whether they have data to share or whether one needs 
to control the other. The user doesn't have to press a button or give a command -- the 
electronic conversation happens automatically. Bluetooth systems create a personal-area 
network (PAN), or piconet, that may fill a room or may encompass* no more distance than 
that between the cell phone on a belt-clip* and the headset on your head. Once a piconet is 
established, the members randomly hop frequencies in unison so they stay in touch with one 
another and avoid other piconets that may be operating in the same room (p. 6). 
Bluetooth is very smart when it comes to security; not only does it hop from frequency to frequency, 
it also demands a password. Once the devices have made a connection, they are now able to 
communicate with one another and transfer data very fast. Demanding some sort of authentication 
is the safest way to transfer data. A hacker would not have the time to try and run an algorithm to 
try to find the correct password. 
For this project, our Bluetooth connection is protected with a password key that we can change in 
the code and simply re-program. Initially, the password is set to 1234 to stop random devices being 
able to connect to motoHUD and send unnecessary data and obstruct the driver. This password 
only has to be inputted once, and the phone will remember it for future use. Bluetooth is short 
distance, so only the driver should be able to keep a good connection to the device. 
Arduino Microcontrollers 
Arduino is an open-source electronics prototyping platform based on flexible, easy-to-use hardware 
and software. Arduino Microcontrollers are specialized platforms for ATMega Microprocessors. We 
chose to use the Arduino Micro, which is very small and houses an ATMega 32U4 processor. We 
also chose to use the Arduino Software IDE to develop the software that runs on the 
microcontroller. There are a few things of note about Arduino’s Software IDE: first, it allows 
programmers to use open-source software libraries to abstract the complications of hardware 
interfacing, and second, it has a pre-defined software flow that cannot be changed by the user. We 
used the SoftwareSerial library to deal with having to use three UART devices. The Arduino Micro 
has only one hardware UART port, so using the SoftwareSerial Library allowed us to use regular 
GPIO pins for UART Communication. The flow of the program is two stepped, first the program 
calls the function named “setup()” and runs the code in there. Then the program calls the function 
named “loop()” indefinitely. We had to keep this in mind when designing the software.  
Android Apps 
Google offers an Eclipse plugin that allows developers to use Eclipse which is one the most popular 
integrated development environments for Java. Android is all open source, and Google provides an 

























When designing the product, we developed a list of marketing requirements, which are high level 
requirements of the system that do not define implementation. We wanted our system to reliably 
display speed and heading information without requiring the user to divert their attention from the 
road. 
No. Marketing Requirement 
1 Must display speed and heading at all times. 
2 Must display information in a meaningful and clear fashion. 
3 Must have a long battery life. 
4 Must be able to be recharged. 
5 Must be easy to turn on or off. 
6 Must be inexpensive. 
7 Must be visible in direct sunlight. 
8 Must be able to be mounted onto an existing motorcycle helmet. 













The following Engineering Specifications were developed to support the marketing requirements 







1 1 Speed and heading are displayed at startup and cannot be disabled. 
If no valid speed is detected from the GPS, 000 is displayed. 
2 2 Speed is given approximately 50% of the OLED screen real estate. 
This ensures maximum visibility and leaves room for directional 
arrows (Turn-by-Turn). 
3 2 Bright colors with high contrast were chosen to display information. 
4 2 Speed is displayed with a 1 MPH resolution and heading is displayed 
accurate to the eight major directions N, NE, E, SE, S, SW, W, NW, 
which corresponds to 45 Degree increments. 
5 3 2600 mAH battery provides more than 8 hours continuous use. 
6 4 Lithium Ion 18650 battery is rechargeable up to 1,000 cycles. 
7 5 Power is controlled by an oversized rocker switch, no other controls 
are needed. 
8 6 Total system cost was less than $300 (see Appendix C). 
9 7 OLED Screen is backlit and bright enough to be read in direct 
sunlight. 
10 8 The system is self-contained, and only requires a standard full-faced 
motorcycle helmet.  










This section covers our hardware and software design choices and problems. It will also explain how 
the software and hardware come together to complete the project. We will be talking about the flow 
of our program, how we receive GPS data, and how the Bluetooth android application 
communicates with the device on the helmet. 
Hardware Design 
Design Constraints 
The hardware was designed with space constraints in mind. We chose small components to keep the 
size of the system small enough to mount onto a motorcycle helmet. Our next design constraint was 
the display technology. We originally planned to have some sort of projection technology that would 
project an image, with focal point at infinity, onto the face shield of the helmet. This plan was 
quickly abandoned as it requires special materials and expensive technology. Our next idea was to 
use a transparent OLED screen made by 4D Systems. Because the transparent OLED Screen and 
the final OLED Screen we decided to use are powered by the same GOLDELOX processor [5][6], 
they have the same command set and capabilities. This made switching between each screen as 
simple as plugging one or the other into the system, no code changes were required. The transparent 
OLED screen turned out to be not bright enough in direct sunlight, so we had to scrap it.  
Hardware Overview 
The motoHUD system uses a microcontroller and several peripherals including an android 
smartphone to accomplish our goals (see Figure 9, Appendix D). The main driver of the system is 
the ATMega 32U4 microprocessor [9] running on the Arduino Micro platform [10]. This 
microcontroller gives us plenty of GPIO pins for our peripherals, and ample processing power all 
while taking up very little space. We have the UP501 GPS NMEA Talker [7] connected to the Micro 
to provide speed and heading. The RN-42 Bluetooth Module [8] provides a serial communication 
line to an Android smartphone running the MotoHUD app. The uOLED 128-G2 Screen is 
connected to the Micro and displays the navigational data to the rider [6]. The final component is 
the battery, we chose the Lithium Ion Boe-Bot Power Pack from Parallax [11] because it provides 
plenty of power for a sustained run time.   
Communication Protocols 
Three UART connections are used, one for each peripheral. Each UART connection runs at 9600 
baud. All of the UART connections are running in Full-Duplex mode, because every component 
requires commands for configuration, and every component supplies data to the microcontroller. 
Each component is wired to the micro; however, only the Bluetooth is connected to the Hardware 
UART on the micro (see Figure 10, Appendix D). This is because the Bluetooth sends data 
intermittently and cannot afford to be missed, so it requires the Hardware UART’s built-in buffer to 
store messages until they can be processed. The other UARTs are connected to regular GPIO pins 
and are running on the Arduino SoftwareSerial library. Only one SoftwareSerial connection can 
receive data at a time, but missing a few GPS points or an LCD ACK is not as critical as missing a 
navigational command. 
Mounting Hardware 
We mounted the system to the motorcycle helmet in a somewhat unconventional way; we zip-tied a 
cereal bowl upside down to the top of the helmet, with all of the electronics inside (see Figure 3). 
We drilled a few holes for charging the battery, connecting the OLED screen, and for connecting 
the USB cable for reprogramming. The OLED screen is mounted to a bicycle rear-view mirror 
mount (see Figure 4), which we bought from a local bicycle store. This allows the OLED screen to 
sit in the lower left corner of the field of view, which makes it visible but not obtrusive.  
 
Figure 3: Cereal Bowl Electronics Container 
 Figure 4: Bicycle OLED Screen Mount 
Schematic 
A simple schematic was developed (see Figure 11, Appendix D) for making a custom PCB to house 
the component, but we did not have enough time to make this into a PCB and have it 
manufactured.  
Software Design 
This section will describe how the Arduino and Andoid software work together to control the 
system, as well as how the GPS and Bluetooth data streams are processed.  
Software Flow 
The software design was mostly determined by the mechanics of the Arduino IDE described in the 
Backgound section of this report. The software operates in two phases, the setup phase, and the 
running phase as shown in the Software Flow Diagram (see Figure 10, Appendix D). In the setup 
phase, the setup() function is executed and the UART connections are configured and the various 
configuration settings are sent to the appropriate devices (see Background section). Once setup is 
complete, the loop() function is executed. This function will listen on each UART connection for 
data, switching to each UART in succession for reading. When a full UART communication string is 
finished transmitting, the program sets a flag to process the data.  
GPS Data 
Each time the system is powered on, the setup() and loop() functions are executed. When power is 
lost to the GPS, it must startup in cold start mode. While the GPS is looking for satellites to lock 
onto, the speed value is displayed as 0. This process can take up to four minutes, which is quite 
undesirable. In the future, we would like to add a CR2032 Coin Cell Battery to the system, 
connected to the backup voltage on the GPS to keep it from ever having to enter cold start mode. 
If valid data is present to process, the function will use the utility functions parseNMEA() and 
convert_degrees() to facilitate processing either the GPS data. parseNMEA() will iterate through the 
NMEA sentence, counting the delimiters until it gets to the speed value. It copies the speed into a 
buffer, converts it from a string to float, converts it from knots to MPH, converts it back to an 
integer, converts it back to a string, then places it in the provided buffer. The same is done for the 
heading value, which comes right after speed. Convert_degrees() takes uses the heading and 
converts it to one of eight letter approximations of the heading such as NE or S. Once the data is 
properly parsed and processed, the OLED screen is updated with the new information. Please see 
Appendix E for full source code disclosure. The speed is displayed at the top of the OLED screen, 
with the heading displayed right underneath (see Figure 5).  
 
Figure 5: Speed and Heading Data 
Bluetooth Data 
If valid Bluetooth data is present, which is identified by a 1 byte delimiter, it is processed. The 
software will look for a message type in the next byte, and depending on the type, will parse the data 
and display the command. The message types currently supported are Directional Arrow, and Street 
Name. Each of the message types can be seen in Figure 6 below. 
 Figure 6: Direction and Street Data 
Android App 
Using Bluetooth for android is very similar to setting up a server connection using C. We first had to 
setup a Bluetooth server socket which will wait for a connection to be made. Before a connection 
can be made, the phone must first use a broadcast to receive a list of all Bluetooth enabled devices 
that are around the phone. Once the broadcast has been made and the motoHUD device has been 
chosen, the Bluetooth socket is bound to the paired device socket. This socket is then used to send 
and receive information from each device. For the micro controller to understand what kind of data 
we are sending, each message is sent with a delimiter that specifies if the phone is sending a street 












This section will explain our testing procedures and show how we tested each requirement from 
Section IV. 
Component Level Testing 
Testing was done incrementally throughout the development process. When a new component was 
successfully interfaced, quick tests were performed to ensure that the component was working 
properly. Testing the GPS involved displaying the raw NMEA sentences on a serial window on the 
PC. Once that was working, and we could tell that our configuration commands were being properly 
received by the GPS, we were able to write some code to extract out the speed and heading portion 
of the GPRMC sentence. Displaying this information on a basic 16x2 LCD was the next step, until 
we were able to properly interface the OLED screen.  
Once the Bluetooth was interfaced, we tested it by sending it commands to change its name, which 
was verified by using a smartphone to scan for available Bluetooth devices. Once we got the phone 
and Bluetooth paired and communicating, we used a barebones android app as a sort of chat client, 
where we would send a text string to the Bluetooth, which would simply send back the received 
string to the phone.  
The OLED screen was probably the most frustrating and difficult component to work with. We 
spent weeks trying to establish a communication with the OLED screen, only to find out that our 
efforts were in vain. The OLED screens are shipped out in a “Slave” configuration, which allows 
them to receive UART commands that control the screen; however, our screen was donated by 
Parallax, and had been taken out of “Slave” mode by one of their engineers. Once we discovered 
this, we were forced to purchase a 4D Systems Programming Cable, which was required to 
reconfigure the OLED screen into a “Slave” mode. It was a very joyous moment when we were able 
to write a line of text across the top of the screen. Testing after properly interfacing was simple; it 
involved a quick visual check to see if it was displaying the right image.  
Integration Testing 
Once all the components had been successfully tested separately, we were able to test them as a 
whole system. Our first tests were predominately driving around town, trying to verify the accuracy 
and precision of the GPS. Our first challenge was to get one mile per hour precision, which required 
setting the GPS to a higher output rate, thus giving us more data points between updating the 
screen. We found that increasing the output rate also improved the accuracy. See Table III for our 
final GPS results.  






5 Hz RMC only 9600 1 MPH 45 Degrees 
Table III: GPS Configurations 
Specifications 1 – 3 from Table II were verified by visual inspection. 4 was verified by comparing 
the speed value to a car speedometer, as seen in our online video [12].  
The Android App we developed to control the system and provide Turn-by-Turn navigation was the 
last integration test. We tested the system by sending the system commands from the phone, and 
visually verifying that the desired results appeared on the screen. 
Battery Life Testing 
The power requirements were tested by running the system off of an Agilent Bench power supply, 
and recording the current draw of the system with all peripherals enabled. This number was used to 
calculate the running time of the system, which was determined to be 9.82 hours continuous use.  
Condition Input Voltage (V) Current drawn (A) Device Power (W) Life(hours) 
No Bluetooth 7 .11 .77 12.5 
Bluetooth on 7 .14 .98 9.82 
Table IV: Power Consumption 
Usability Testing 
Many hours of testing to determine usability of the system took place at night. It was because of this 
that we missed one of the great pitfalls of our system – direct sunlight. Once we realized that our 
screen would be in direct light most of the time, we had to mount it in such a way that would 
prevent glare or hinder the visibility. As discussed previously, direct sunlight was responsible for 
eliminating the possibility of using projection technology, or the transparent OLED screen that we 
bought.  
Using the bicycle mount system for the OLED screen turned out to be very good for adjusting the 
location of the screen to suit the user’s preferences.  
Once the project was near completion, we had our advisor test the product on her scooter. She 
reported that the system worked and was very accurate, but that the heading was too small to be 








Our system successfully displays speed with one Mile/Hour resolution, and heading with 8 degrees 
of resolution (see Table III). Our system meets all goals and requirements defined in Section III for 
a reliable and useable device to display speed and heading on a motorcycle helmet without requiring 
the rider to look away from the road. The total cost of the system was $225.30 and fit our original 
budget (see Table IV, Appendix C). A user manual was created as a possible accompanying literature 
if the product was commercialized (see Appendix F). Future developments for the project are 
adding a coin cell battery to eliminate the need for cold starting the GPS, adding Turn-by-Turn 
navigation using Google Maps and our message/control framework, and creating a 3D printed 
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A. Senior Project Analysis 
 
Analysis of Senior Project Design 
Project Title: MotoHUD: Intelligent and Safe Navigational Data Presentation for Motorcyclists      
Quarter / Year Submitted: Spring 2013     
Student: (Print Name):  Drew Bentz     (Sign)  ___________________________  
Student: (Print Name):  William Budney      (Sign)  ___________________________  
Advisor: (Print Name): Bridget Benson    (Initial)   BB  Date:  __________    
Summary of Functional Requirements  
The system uses a GPS (Global Positioning System) sensor, Bluetooth modem, and OLED (organic 
light-emitting diode) screen to display navigational information to a motorcycle rider. Currently 
supported navigational information are speed and heading, with a framework in place for future 
turn-by-turn navigation.  The system is powered by a lithium-ion battery pack and controlled by an 
Arduino Micro. For turn-by-turn navigation, an Android powered smartphone running our Android 
App is required. Our system aims to reduce safety hazards from having to tilt or move one’s head 
when trying to view speed on a motorcycle speedometer, which is usually mounted down by the 
handlebars.  
Primary Constraints  
Effectively displaying navigational information on a motorcycle helmet was our biggest constraint. 
Motorcycles are ridden outdoors, and are in direct sunlight most of the time. This presented a 
challenge in finding a display technology that would be easy to see in direct sunlight. Several of our 
designs had to be scrapped because of this problem. Another problem, somewhat related, is that our 
original plan to have the information be projected onto the face shield could not be realized due to 
the poor optics associated with the cheap plastic used for making the face shields. Projection 
technology had to be abandoned. Associated with displaying the information is how we choose to 
mount the OLED screen onto the helmet. We tried several methods, but only one allowed clear 
visibility without obstructing the view of the rider.  
Obtaining accurate speed measurements was another challenge. We had to find a way to get our 
GPS to emit only relevant data, and at a much faster pace than how it comes. This was eventually 
accomplished, but required many hours of testing.  
The Arduino development environment proved to be another constraint. The software is full of 
bugs and has erratic behavior. We also had to rely on software libraries developed by other people, 
which had their own set of workarounds and bugs.  
Economic  




Logic Level Converter $2 
Arduino Micro $35 
LCD/Projection $100 
Battery $30 
Table 1: Original Cost Estimate 
The final cost of the project was $225.30 and can be broken down as follows: 
Qty Description Supplier Part Number Price($) 
1 Arduino Mico Radioshack 276-258 29.99 
1 GPS 66 Channel UP-501 GPS Receiver Sparkfun GPS - 1002 49.95 
2 Bluetooth SMD Module Sparkfun WRL - 10823  39.90 
1 Rechargeable Power Supply Parallax 28988 44.99 
1 microtivity IM414 Double-sided 
Prototyping Board 
Amazon B007K7I83C 8.99 
1 uOLED-128-G2 Parallax 28081 49.99 
1 Motorcycle Helmet Bell Arrow 23426 Provided 
1 Cereal Bowl Target N/A 2.00 
1 12V Rocker Switch Radioshack 275-018 4.49 
   Total 225.30 
Table 2: Final Cost Breakdown 
Additional equipment costs for development include an internet enabled computer that can run the 
Arduino IDE. 
Our original estimated development time was 160 Hours (8 hours per week @ 20 weeks) while our 
actual development time was closer to 200 Hours total. Please see the Gantt chart below for a more 
detailed representation of our development timeline: 
 Figure 1: Gantt Chart 
Environmental  
All parts are obtained through retail or wholesale outlets, none of the manufacturing of the project is 
controlled by us. The parts obtained are RoHS certified. Our system aims to reduce the number of 
crashes related to diversion of attention to the speedometer mounted to the motorcycle, so it could 
potentially have a positive impact in that regard.  
Manufacturability 
Our final design is of a prototype nature, so all of the components can be bought and assembled by 
anyone in the public, there are not custom manufactured parts. We did design a custom PCB that 
could house the components we are using and make the whole system have a much smaller profile, 
but time did not allow us to actually manufacture any custom boards.  
Sustainability  
The system runs on a rechargeable battery, which is the only consumable part in the system. The 
user has the ability to change the batteries without hassle after their rechargeable life is depleted. 
Changing the charging system to something that could be wirelessly charged would be helpful, but 
that requires special and expensive equipment.  Our plan to add turn-by-turn navigation was not 
Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4 Week 5 Week 6 Week 7 Week 8 Week 9 Week 10
1/1 - 1/7 1/8 - 1/14 1/15 - 1/21 1/22 - 1/28 1/29 - 2/4 2/5 - 2/11 2/12 - 2/18 2/19 - 2/25 2/26 - 3/3 3/4 - 3/10
Week 11 Week 12 Week 13 Week 14 Week 15 Week 16 Week 17 Week 18 Week 19 Week 20
3/11 - 3/17 3/18 - 3/24 3/25 - 3/31 4/1 - 4/7 4/8 - 4/14 4/15 - 4/21 4/22 - 4/28 4/29 - 5/5 5/6 - 5/12 5/13 - 5/19
Test Software
Week 21 Week 22 Week 23 Week 24




























finished, but we did manage to get a robust framework in place to allow future development, 
because the Bluetooth chip is already powered by the system, adding Turn-by-Turn navigation won’t 
increase the power requirements of the system. 
Ethical  
The main ethical concern with this project is that in the event of a bug or misuse, the information 
displayed to the rider may become a distraction, which is the main problem the project is trying to 
solve. In the event that the rider loses control of the motorcycle because of a distraction caused by 
our system, the legal and social responsibilities of both parties will have to be considered. 
Health and Safety  
Our device will be using Bluetooth wireless technology at a spot directly adjacent to the brain. Some 
people may consider this a health risk, but no definitive scientific data exists to support that claim. 
Other safety concerns were addressed in the Ethical section. Our system can be beneficial to the 
health of the rider if it allows him/her to avoid traffic collisions. Having custom mounted 
electronics on a helmet may or may not violate regulations regarding the safety certification that a 
helmet must pass, depending on state rules and regulations. 
Social and Political  
Assuming the use of our product is allowed, both motorcycle riders and the general motorist 
population will benefit from keeping motorcycle riders’ attention focused on the road.  
Development  
The Arduino development environment was a new technology to us, and learning to use it has 
proved useful in other projects as well. We also learned much about the patent application process, 









B. Project Timeline 
 
 










Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4 Week 5 Week 6 Week 7 Week 8 Week 9 Week 10
1/1 - 1/7 1/8 - 1/14 1/15 - 1/21 1/22 - 1/28 1/29 - 2/4 2/5 - 2/11 2/12 - 2/18 2/19 - 2/25 2/26 - 3/3 3/4 - 3/10
Week 11 Week 12 Week 13 Week 14 Week 15 Week 16 Week 17 Week 18 Week 19 Week 20
3/11 - 3/17 3/18 - 3/24 3/25 - 3/31 4/1 - 4/7 4/8 - 4/14 4/15 - 4/21 4/22 - 4/28 4/29 - 5/5 5/6 - 5/12 5/13 - 5/19
Test Software
Week 21 Week 22 Week 23 Week 24




























C. Parts List and Costs 
 
Qty Description Supplier Part Number Price($) 
1 Arduino Mico Radioshack 276-258 29.99 
1 GPS 66 Channel UP-501 GPS 
Receiver 
Sparkfun GPS - 1002 49.95 
2 Bluetooth SMD Module Sparkfun WRL - 10823  39.90 
1 Rechargeable Power Supply Parallax 28988 44.99 
1 microtivity IM414 Double-sided 
Prototyping Board 
Amazon B007K7I83C 8.99 
1 uOLED-128-G2 Parallax 28081 49.99 
1 Motorcycle Helmet Bell Arrow 23426 Provided 
1 Cereal Bowl Target N/A 2.00 
1 12V Rocker Switch Radioshack 275-018 4.49 
   Total 225.30 
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Figure 10: Software Flow Diagram
  




// File: motoHUD.ino 
// 
// Authors: Drew Bentz / William Budney 
// Advisor: Bridget Benson 
// CPE Senior Project 
// Cal Poly SLO 
// Spring 2013 
// 
// MotoHUD: Intelligent and Safe Navigational Data Presentation 






#define rxBTPin 8 
#define txBTPin 9 
 
#define BTSerial Serial1 
SoftwareSerial lcdSerial(2, 3); 
SoftwareSerial gpsSerial(11, 12); 
 
// ======= GPS Constants and Commands ========= // 
// Set fix rate commands 
#define PMTK_SET_NMEA_UPDATE_1HZ  "$PMTK220,1000*1F" 
#define PMTK_SET_NMEA_UPDATE_5HZ  "$PMTK220,200*2C" 
#define PMTK_SET_NMEA_UPDATE_10HZ "$PMTK220,100*2F" 
 
// turn on only the second sentence (GPRMC) 
#define PMTK_SET_NMEA_OUTPUT_RMCONLY 
"$PMTK314,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0*29" 





// ======= LCD Constants ========= // 
#define LCD_CLS -41 
#define LANDSCAPE 0 
#define LANDSCAPE_R 1 
#define PORTRAIT 2 
#define PORTRAIT_R 3 
#define RED 0xF800  
#define FORESTGREEN 0x2444  
#define DARKBLUE 0x0011  
#define DODGERBLUE 0x001F   
#define BLACK 0x0000 
 
 
// ======= Global Data & Variables ========= // 








String nmeaString = ""; 
String btString = ""; 
 
boolean nmeaDone = false; 
boolean btDone = false; 
 
// ======= Main Setup Function ========= // 
void setup()   
{  
  // Setup GPS  
  GPSSetup(); 
  delay(1000); 
   
  // Setup LCD 
  LCDSetup(); 
  delay(1000); 
   
  // Setup Bluetooth 
  BtSetup();   
   
  // Allocate memory for string objects 
  nmeaString.reserve(200); 
  btString.reserve(100); 
} 
 
// ======= Bluetooth Setup ========= // 
void BtSetup() 
{ 
   // Initialize Hardware Serial 
   BTSerial.begin(9600); 
} 
 
// ======= GPS Setup ========= // 
void GPSSetup() 
{ 
  // 9600 NMEA is the default baud rate 
  gpsSerial.begin(9600); 
   
  // Set GPRMC output only 
  gpsSerial.println(PMTK_SET_NMEA_OUTPUT_RMCONLY); 
 
  // Set 5 Hz update rate 
  gpsSerial.println(PMTK_SET_NMEA_UPDATE_5HZ); 
   
  // Disable GPS tx pin 
  pinMode(11, LOW); 
} 
 
// ======= LCD Setup ========= // 
void LCDSetup() 
{ 
  // Setup software serial 
  lcdSerial.begin(9600); 
  delay(1000); 
 
  // Prepare LCD 
  lcd_disable_screensaver(); 
  lcd_cls();  
 
  lcd_set_screen_mode(LANDSCAPE); 
  lcd_set_text_opac(1); 
  lcd_set_contrast(15); 
   
  lcd_set_text_bold(0); 
   
  lcd_text_background_color(0); 
  lcd_text_foreground_color(DODGERBLUE); 
  lcd_set_text_width(6); 
  lcd_set_text_height(6); 
} 
 
// ======= Main Program Loop ========= // 
void loop() 
{  
  int i, j; 
  i = j = 0; 
   
  while(BTSerial.available()) 
  {  
    char inChar = (char)BTSerial.read(); 
    bt_sentence[j++] = inChar; 
    if (inChar == '$') 
    { 
      bt_sentence[j] = '\0'; 
      j = 0; 
      btDone = true; 
    } 
  } 
   
  gpsSerial.listen(); 
  while (gpsSerial.available()) 
  { 
    char inChar = (char)gpsSerial.read(); 
    nmeaString += inChar; 
    if (inChar == '\r') 
    { 
      nmeaDone = true; 
    } 
  } 
  if (nmeaDone)  
  {     
    nmeaString.toCharArray(nmea_sentence, 200); 
    parseNMEA(nmea_sentence, mph, heading); 
    lcd_move_cursor(0, 0); 
    lcd_print_str(mph); 
    
    nmeaString = ""; 
    nmeaDone = false;  
  } 
  if (btDone) 
  { 
     lcd_move_cursor(1, 0); 
     if (bt_sentence[0] == '@' && bt_sentence[1] != state[0]) 
     { 
       switch (bt_sentence[1]) 
       { 
         case 'L': 
           uSD_set_sector_address(0x0000,0x0200); 
           uSD_display_image(5,5); 
           lcd_draw_left_arrow(); 
           state[0] = 'L'; 
           break; 
         case 'R': 
           lcd_draw_right_arrow(); 
           state[0] = 'R'; 
           break; 
         case 'S': 
           lcd_draw_straight_arrow(); 
           state[0] = 'S'; 
           break; 
         case 'U': 
           lcd_draw_uturn_arrow(); 
           state[0] = 'U'; 
           break; 
         default: 
           break; 
       } 
     }  
     if (bt_sentence[0] == '%') 
     { 
        int k = 1; 
       
        while (bt_sentence[k] != '$') 
        { 
          street[k-1] = bt_sentence[k]; 
          k++; 
        }  
        while (k < 10) 
        { 
           street[k-1] = ' '; 
           k++; 
        } 
        street[k] = '\0'; 
         
        lcd_set_text_width(2); 
        lcd_set_text_height(2); 
        lcd_move_cursor(7, 0); 
        lcd_print_str(street); 
        lcd_set_text_width(6); 
        lcd_set_text_height(6); 
     }  
     if (bt_sentence[0] == '!') 
     { 
         draw_notification(); 
     } 
      
     memset(bt_sentence, 0, 100); 
     memset(street, 0, 255); 
     btDone = false; 
  } 
} 
 
// ======= Parses NMEA Sentence ========= // 
void parseNMEA(char *nmea, char *speed_buf, char *heading_buf) 
{ 
  int i = 0; 
  int commas = 0; 
  int j; 
  float speed_mph, heading; 
  int speed_int, heading_int; 
  char speed_f[8]; 
  char heading_f[8]; 
 
  while (commas < 7) 
  { 
    while (nmea[i++] != ','); 
    commas++; 
  } 
  
  j = 0; 
    
  while (nmea[i] != ',') 
  { 
    speed_f[j++] = nmea[i++];  
  } 
  j++;  
  speed_f[j] = '\0'; 
   
  speed_mph = (float)atof(speed_f); 
  speed_mph *= (float)1.15078; 
   
  speed_int = (int) (speed_mph); 
  snprintf(speed_buf, 4, "%.3d", speed_int);  
   
  i++; 
  j = 0; 
  while (nmea[i] != ',') 
  { 
    heading_f[j++] = nmea[i++]; 
  } 
  j++; 
  heading_f[j] = '\0'; 
   
  heading_int = (float)atof(heading_f); 
  snprintf(heading_buf, 4, "%.3d", heading_int); 
  convert_degrees(heading_int); 
} 
 
// ======= Converts from degrees to Heading Indicator ========= // 
void convert_degrees(int degree) 
{ 
  lcd_set_text_width(2); 
  lcd_set_text_height(2); 
  lcd_move_cursor(3, 0); 
  if(degree >= 0 && degree <10) 
    lcd_print_str("N "); 
  else if(degree >= 10 && degree <81) 
    lcd_print_str("NE"); 
  else if(degree >= 81 && degree <100) 
    lcd_print_str("E "); 
  else if(degree >= 100 && degree <171) 
    lcd_print_str("SE"); 
  else if(degree >= 171 && degree <190) 
    lcd_print_str("S "); 
  else if(degree >= 190 && degree <261) 
    lcd_print_str("SW"); 
  else if(degree >= 261 && degree <280) 
    lcd_print_str("W "); 
  else if(degree >= 280 && degree <351) 
    lcd_print_str("NW"); 
  else if(degree >= 351 && degree <361) 
    lcd_print_str("N "); 
  else 
    lcd_print_str("  "); 
    lcd_set_text_width(6); 




// ======= Begin LCD Software Library ========= // 
 
// ======= Draws a complex shape ========= // 
void draw_notification() 
{ 
  lcd_draw_rectangle_filled(100, 60, 120, 80, RED);  
} 
 
// ======= Disables scrolling screensaver ========= // 
void lcd_disable_screensaver() 
{ 
  lcdSerial.write((byte)(0x00)); 
  lcdSerial.write((byte)(0x0C)); 
  lcdSerial.write((byte)(0x00)); 
  lcdSerial.write((byte)(0x00)); 
  GetAck(); 
}  
 
// ======= Draws a Rectangle ========= // 
void lcd_draw_rectangle(word x1, word y1, word x2, word y2, word color) 
{ 
  lcdSerial.write((byte)(0xFF)); 
  lcdSerial.write((byte)(0xCF)); 
  lcdSerial.write((byte)(x1 >> 8)); 
  lcdSerial.write((byte)(x1)); 
  lcdSerial.write((byte)(y1 >> 8)); 
  lcdSerial.write((byte)(y1)); 
  lcdSerial.write((byte)(x2 >> 8)); 
  lcdSerial.write((byte)(x2)); 
  lcdSerial.write((byte)(y2 >> 8)); 
  lcdSerial.write((byte)(y2)); 
  lcdSerial.write((byte)(color >> 8)); 
  lcdSerial.write((byte)(color)); 
  GetAck(); 
} 
 
// ======= Draws a Filled Rectangle ========= // 
void lcd_draw_rectangle_filled(word x1, word y1, word x2, word y2, word 
color) 
{ 
  lcdSerial.write((byte)(0xFF)); 
  lcdSerial.write((byte)(0xCE)); 
  lcdSerial.write((byte)(x1 >> 8)); 
  lcdSerial.write((byte)(x1)); 
  lcdSerial.write((byte)(y1 >> 8)); 
  lcdSerial.write((byte)(y1)); 
  lcdSerial.write((byte)(x2 >> 8)); 
  lcdSerial.write((byte)(x2)); 
  lcdSerial.write((byte)(y2 >> 8)); 
  lcdSerial.write((byte)(y2)); 
  lcdSerial.write((byte)(color >> 8)); 
  lcdSerial.write((byte)(color)); 
  GetAck(); 
} 
 
// ======= Draws a Filled Circle ========= // 
void lcd_draw_circle_filled(word x1, word y1, word r, word color) 
{ 
  lcdSerial.write((byte)(0xFF)); 
  lcdSerial.write((byte)(0xCC)); 
  lcdSerial.write((byte)(x1 >> 8)); 
  lcdSerial.write((byte)(x1)); 
  lcdSerial.write((byte)(y1 >> 8)); 
  lcdSerial.write((byte)(y1)); 
  lcdSerial.write((byte)(r >> 8)); 
  lcdSerial.write((byte)(r)); 
  lcdSerial.write((byte)(color >> 8)); 
  lcdSerial.write((byte)(color)); 
  GetAck(); 
} 
 
// ======= Draws a Triangle ========= // 
void lcd_draw_triangle(word x1, word y1, word x2, word y2, word x3, word 
y3, word color) 
{ 
  lcdSerial.write((byte)(0xFF)); 
  lcdSerial.write((byte)(0xC9)); 
  lcdSerial.write((byte)(x1 >> 8)); 
  lcdSerial.write((byte)(x1)); 
  lcdSerial.write((byte)(y1 >> 8)); 
  lcdSerial.write((byte)(y1)); 
  lcdSerial.write((byte)(x2 >> 8)); 
  lcdSerial.write((byte)(x2)); 
  lcdSerial.write((byte)(y2 >> 8)); 
  lcdSerial.write((byte)(y2)); 
  lcdSerial.write((byte)(x3 >> 8)); 
  lcdSerial.write((byte)(x3)); 
  lcdSerial.write((byte)(y3 >> 8)); 
  lcdSerial.write((byte)(y3)); 
  lcdSerial.write((byte)(color >> 8)); 
  lcdSerial.write((byte)(color)); 
  //GetAck(); 
} 
 
// ======= Draws a Line ========= // 
void lcd_draw_line(word x1, word y1, word x2, word y2, word color) 
{ 
  lcdSerial.write((byte)(0xFF)); 
  lcdSerial.write((byte)(0xD2)); 
  lcdSerial.write((byte)(x1 >> 8)); 
  lcdSerial.write((byte)(x1)); 
  lcdSerial.write((byte)(y1 >> 8)); 
  lcdSerial.write((byte)(y1)); 
  lcdSerial.write((byte)(x2 >> 8)); 
  lcdSerial.write((byte)(x2)); 
  lcdSerial.write((byte)(y2 >> 8)); 
  lcdSerial.write((byte)(y2)); 
  lcdSerial.write((byte)(color >> 8)); 
  lcdSerial.write((byte)(color)); 
  GetAck(); 
} 
 
// ======= Draws a Right Arrow ========= // 
void lcd_draw_right_arrow() 
{ 
  lcd_draw_rectangle_filled(30, 45, 110, 110, BLACK); 
    lcd_draw_rectangle_filled(0, 64, 50, 110, BLACK); 
  int i = 0; 
  lcd_draw_rectangle_filled(56 , 70, 72, 110, RED);  
  lcd_draw_circle_filled(76, 75 , 20, RED); 
  lcd_draw_rectangle_filled(73 , 50, 97, 110, BLACK);  
  lcd_draw_rectangle_filled(73 , 55, 85, 75, RED); 
  for(i = 0; i < 17; i++) 
  { 
    lcd_draw_triangle(85, 66 - i, 85, 66+ i , 85 + i , 66, RED); 
  } 
  lcd_draw_line(73, 66, 102, 66, RED); 
} 
 
// ======= Draws a Left Arrow ========= // 
void lcd_draw_left_arrow() 
{ 
  lcd_draw_rectangle_filled(30, 45, 110, 110, BLACK); 
  lcd_draw_rectangle_filled(0, 64, 50, 110, BLACK); 
  int i = 0; 
  lcd_draw_rectangle_filled(56, 70, 72, 110, RED);  
  lcd_draw_circle_filled(52, 75 , 20, RED); 
  lcd_draw_rectangle_filled(32 , 50, 55, 110, BLACK);  
  lcd_draw_rectangle_filled(44 , 55, 56, 75, RED); 
  for(i = 0; i < 17; i++) 
  { 
    lcd_draw_triangle(45, 66 - i, 45, 66+ i , 45 - i , 66, RED); 
  } 
  lcd_draw_line(29 , 66, 44, 66, RED); 
} 
 
// ======= Draws a Straight Arrow ========= // 
void lcd_draw_straight_arrow() 
{ 
  lcd_draw_rectangle_filled(30, 45, 110, 110, BLACK); 
    lcd_draw_rectangle_filled(0, 64, 50, 110, BLACK); 
  int i = 0; 
  lcd_draw_rectangle_filled(56, 70, 72, 110, RED);  
  for(i = 0; i < 17; i++) 
  { 
    lcd_draw_triangle(64 - i, 70, 64 + i, 70 , 64 , 70 - i, RED); 
  } 
  lcd_draw_line(64 , 55, 64, 70, RED); 
} 
 
// ======= Draws a UTurn Arrow ========= // 
void lcd_draw_uturn_arrow() 
{ 
  lcd_draw_rectangle_filled(30, 45, 110, 110, BLACK); 
  lcd_draw_rectangle_filled(0, 64, 50, 110, BLACK); 
  int i = 0; 
  lcd_draw_rectangle_filled(56, 70, 72, 110, RED);  
  lcd_draw_circle_filled(52, 75 , 20, RED); 
  lcd_draw_rectangle_filled(32 , 70, 55, 110, BLACK);  
  lcd_draw_rectangle_filled(32 , 70, 46, 75, RED); 
  for(i = 0; i < 17; i++) 
  { 
    lcd_draw_triangle(39 - i, 75, 39 + i, 75 , 39 , 75 + i, RED); 
  } 
  lcd_draw_line(39 , 75, 39, 92, RED); 
} 
 
// ======= Prints a String ========= // 
void lcd_print_str(char *str) 
{ 
  int i = 0; 
  lcdSerial.write((byte)(0x00)); 
  lcdSerial.write((byte)(0x06)); 
   
  while((str[i] != '\n') && (str[i] != '\0')) 
  { 
    lcdSerial.write((byte)(str[i++])); 
  }  
   
  lcdSerial.write((byte)(0x00)); 
  GetAck(); 
} 
 
// ======= Sets Text Color ========= // 
void lcd_text_foreground_color(word color) 
{ 
  lcdSerial.write((byte)(0xFF)); 
  lcdSerial.write((byte)(0x7F)); 
  lcdSerial.write((byte)(color >> 8));  
  lcdSerial.write((byte)(color));  
  GetAck(); 
} 
 
// ======= Sets Text Backgound Color ========= // 
void lcd_text_background_color(word color) 
{ 
  lcdSerial.write((byte)(0xFF)); 
  lcdSerial.write((byte)(0x7E)); 
  lcdSerial.write((byte)(color >> 8));  
  lcdSerial.write((byte)(color));  
  GetAck(); 
} 
 
// ======= Moves Screen Cursor ========= // 
void lcd_move_cursor(word line, word col) 
{ 
  lcdSerial.write((byte)(0xFF)); 
  lcdSerial.write((byte)(0xE4)); 
  lcdSerial.write((byte)(line >> 8)); 
  lcdSerial.write((byte)(line)); 
  lcdSerial.write((byte)(col >> 8)); 
  lcdSerial.write((byte)(col)); 
  GetAck(); 
} 
 
// ======= Prints a Single Character ========= // 
void lcd_put_char(word chr) 
{ 
  lcdSerial.write((byte)(0xFF)); 
  lcdSerial.write((byte)(0xFE)); 
  lcdSerial.write((byte)(chr >> 8));  
  lcdSerial.write((byte)(chr));  
  GetAck(); 
} 
 
void lcd_get_char_width(byte wdth) 
{ 
  lcdSerial.write((byte)(0x00)); 
  lcdSerial.write((byte)(0x02)); 
  lcdSerial.write((byte)(wdth));  
  GetAck(); 
} 
 
// ======= Gets the Text Height ========= // 
void lcd_get_char_height(byte hgt) 
{ 
  lcdSerial.write((byte)(0x00)); 
  lcdSerial.write((byte)(0x01)); 
  lcdSerial.write((byte)(hgt));  
  GetAck(); 
} 
 
// ======= Sets the Screen Orientation ========= // 
void lcd_set_screen_mode(word mode) 
{ 
  lcdSerial.write((byte)(0xFF)); 
  lcdSerial.write((byte)(0x68)); 
  lcdSerial.write((byte)(mode >> 8));  
  lcdSerial.write((byte)(mode));  
  GetAck(); 
} 
 
// ======= Clears the LCD ========= // 
void lcd_cls(void) 
{ 
  lcdSerial.write((byte)(0xFF)); 
  lcdSerial.write((byte)(0xD7));  
  GetAck(); 
} 
 
// ======= Sets LCD Font ========= // 
void lcd_set_font(word id) 
{ 
  lcdSerial.write((byte)(0xFF)); 
  lcdSerial.write((byte)(0x7D)); 
  lcdSerial.write((byte)(id >> 8));  
  lcdSerial.write((byte)(id));  
  GetAck(); 
} 
 
// ======= Sets Text Width ========= // 
void lcd_set_text_width(word mult) 
{ 
  lcdSerial.write((byte)(0xFF)); 
  lcdSerial.write((byte)(0x7C)); 
  lcdSerial.write((byte)(mult >> 8));  
  lcdSerial.write((byte)(mult));  
  GetAck(); 
} 
 
// ======= Sets Text Height ========= // 
void lcd_set_text_height(word mult) 
{ 
  lcdSerial.write((byte)(0xFF)); 
  lcdSerial.write((byte)(0x7B)); 
  lcdSerial.write((byte)(mult >> 8));  
  lcdSerial.write((byte)(mult));  
  GetAck(); 
} 
 
// ======= Sets Text Spacing ========= // 
void lcd_set_text_xgap(word pxl) 
{ 
  lcdSerial.write((byte)(0xFF)); 
  lcdSerial.write((byte)(0x7A)); 
  lcdSerial.write((byte)(pxl >> 8));  
  lcdSerial.write((byte)(pxl));  
  GetAck(); 
} 
 
// ======= Sets Text Spacing ========= // 
void lcd_set_text_ygap(word pxl) 
{ 
  lcdSerial.write((byte)(0xFF)); 
  lcdSerial.write((byte)(0x79)); 
  lcdSerial.write((byte)(pxl >> 8));  
  lcdSerial.write((byte)(pxl));  
  GetAck(); 
} 
 
// ======= Sets Text Opacity ========= // 
void lcd_set_text_opac(word mode) 
{ 
  lcdSerial.write((byte)(0xFF)); 
  lcdSerial.write((byte)(0x77)); 
  lcdSerial.write((byte)(mode >> 8));  
  lcdSerial.write((byte)(mode));  
  GetAck(); 
} 
 
// ======= Sets Text to Bold ========= // 
void lcd_set_text_bold(word mode) 
{ 
  lcdSerial.write((byte)(0xFF)); 
  lcdSerial.write((byte)(0x76)); 
  lcdSerial.write((byte)(mode >> 8));  
  lcdSerial.write((byte)(mode));  
  GetAck(); 
} 
 
// ======= Sets Screen Contrast ========= // 
void lcd_set_contrast(word cnst) 
{ 
  lcdSerial.write((byte)(0xFF)); 
  lcdSerial.write((byte)(0x66)); 
  lcdSerial.write((byte)(cnst >> 8));  
  lcdSerial.write((byte)(cnst));  
  GetAck(); 
} 
 
// ======= Initializes MicroSD Card Reader ========= // 
void uSD_INIT() 
{ 
  lcdSerial.write((byte)(0xFF)); 
  lcdSerial.write((byte)(0xB1)); 
  GetAck(); 
} 
 
// ======= Sets Byte Address ========= // 
void uSD_set_byte_address(word HIword, word LOword) 
{ 
  lcdSerial.write((byte)(0xFF)); 
  lcdSerial.write((byte)(0xB9)); 
  lcdSerial.write((byte)(HIword >> 8));  
  lcdSerial.write((byte)(HIword));  
  lcdSerial.write((byte)(LOword >> 8));  
  lcdSerial.write((byte)(LOword));  
  GetAck(); 
} 
 
// ======= Sets Sector Address ========= // 
void uSD_set_sector_address(word HIword, word LOword) 
{ 
  lcdSerial.write((byte)(0xFF)); 
  lcdSerial.write((byte)(0xB8)); 
  lcdSerial.write((byte)(HIword >> 8));  
  lcdSerial.write((byte)(HIword));  
  lcdSerial.write((byte)(LOword >> 8));  
  lcdSerial.write((byte)(LOword));  
  GetAck(); 
} 
 
// ======= Draws an Image on the Screen ========= // 
void uSD_display_image(word x, word y) 
{ 
  lcdSerial.write((byte)(0xFF)); 
  lcdSerial.write((byte)(0xB3)); 
  lcdSerial.write((byte)(x >> 8));  
  lcdSerial.write((byte)(x));  
  lcdSerial.write((byte)(y >> 8));  
  lcdSerial.write((byte)(y));  
  GetAck(); 
} 
 
// ======= Gets ACK Message From Screen ========= // 
void GetAck(void) 
{ 
  int read ; 
  unsigned char readx ; 
  unsigned long sttime ; 
   
  lcdSerial.listen(); 
   
  sttime  = millis(); 
  read    = 0 ; 
  while ((read != 1) && (millis() - sttime < 50)) 
  { 
    if(lcdSerial.available() != 0)  
    { 
      readx = lcdSerial.read() ; 
      read = 1 ; 
    } 

































// File: device_list.xml 
// 
// Authors: Drew Bentz / William Budney 
// Advisor: Bridget Benson 
// CPE Senior Project 
// Cal Poly SLO 
// Spring 2013 
// 
// Function: Layout for device list 
// 
// ============================================================= 
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?> 
<LinearLayout xmlns:android="http://schemas.android.com/apk/res/android" 
    android:orientation="vertical" 
    android:layout_width="match_parent" 
    android:layout_height="match_parent" 
    > 
    <TextView android:id="@+id/title_paired_devices" 
        android:layout_width="match_parent" 
        android:layout_height="wrap_content" 
        android:text="@string/title_paired_devices" 
        android:visibility="gone" 
        android:background="#666" 
        android:textColor="#fff" 
        android:paddingLeft="5dp" 
    /> 
    <ListView android:id="@+id/paired_devices" 
        android:layout_width="match_parent" 
        android:layout_height="wrap_content" 
        android:stackFromBottom="true" 
        android:layout_weight="1" 
    /> 
    <TextView android:id="@+id/title_new_devices" 
        android:layout_width="match_parent" 
        android:layout_height="wrap_content" 
        android:text="@string/title_other_devices" 
        android:visibility="gone" 
        android:background="#666" 
        android:textColor="#fff" 
        android:paddingLeft="5dp" 
    /> 
    <ListView android:id="@+id/new_devices" 
        android:layout_width="match_parent" 
        android:layout_height="wrap_content" 
        android:stackFromBottom="true" 
        android:layout_weight="2" 
    /> 
    <Button android:id="@+id/button_scan" 
        android:layout_width="match_parent" 
        android:layout_height="wrap_content" 
        android:text="@string/button_scan" 
    /> 
</LinearLayout> 
// ============================================================== 
// File: main.xml 
// 
// Authors: Drew Bentz / William Budney 
// Advisor: Bridget Benson 
// CPE Senior Project 
// Cal Poly SLO 
// Spring 2013 
// 




    xmlns:tools="http://schemas.android.com/tools" 
    android:layout_width="match_parent" 
    android:layout_height="match_parent" 
    android:background="#000000" 
    android:gravity="center" 
    tools:context=".Bluetooth" > 
         
    <Button 
        android:id="@+id/button1" 
        style="?android:attr/buttonStyleSmall" 
        android:layout_width="wrap_content" 
        android:layout_height="wrap_content" 
        android:layout_alignBaseline="@+id/editText1" 
        android:layout_alignTop="@+id/editText1" 
        android:layout_alignParentRight="true" 
        android:text="Send" /> 
     
    <Button 
        android:id="@+id/sendAddress" 
        style="?android:attr/buttonStyleSmall" 
        android:layout_width="wrap_content" 
        android:layout_height="wrap_content" 
        android:layout_below="@+id/button1" 
        android:layout_alignParentRight="true" 
        android:layout_alignTop="@+id/editText2" 
        android:text="Send" /> 
 
    <ImageButton 
        android:id="@+id/imageButton1" 
        android:layout_width="wrap_content" 
        android:layout_height="207dp" 
        android:cropToPadding="false" 
        android:src="@drawable/bt_button_nc" /> 
 
    <EditText 
        android:id="@+id/editText1" 
        android:layout_width="wrap_content" 
        android:layout_height="wrap_content" 
        android:layout_marginTop="50dp" 
        android:layout_marginRight="14dp" 
        android:layout_marginLeft="14dp" 
        android:background="#FFFFFF" 
        android:layout_below="@+id/imageButton1" 
        android:ems="10" 
        android:inputType="textPersonName" 
        android:textColor="#000000" > 
    </EditText> 
    <EditText 
        android:id="@+id/editText2" 
        android:layout_width="wrap_content" 
        android:layout_height="wrap_content" 
        android:layout_below="@+id/editText1" 
        android:layout_marginTop="20dp" 
        android:layout_marginLeft="14dp" 
        android:ems="10" 
        android:inputType="textPersonName" 
        android:hint="Enter Address" 
        android:textColor="#C0C0C0" > 
 
        <requestFocus /> 
    </EditText> 
 <SlidingDrawer 
  android:layout_alignParentBottom="true" 
  android:id="@+id/drawer" 
      android:layout_width="match_parent" 
      android:layout_height="250dp" 
      android:handle="@+id/handle" 
      android:content="@+id/content"> 
 
    <Button 
        android:id="@id/handle" 
        android:layout_width="wrap_content" 
        android:layout_height="wrap_content"  
        android:text="Arrows"/> 
  
    <RelativeLayout 
        android:id="@id/content" 
        android:layout_width="match_parent" 
        android:layout_height="match_parent" > 
    <ImageButton 
        android:id="@+id/straight" 
        style="?android:attr/buttonStyleSmall" 
        android:layout_width="66dp" 
        android:layout_height="66dp" 
        android:layout_centerHorizontal="true" 
        android:src="@drawable/straight" />     
    <ImageButton 
        android:id="@+id/left" 
        style="?android:attr/buttonStyleSmall" 
        android:layout_width="66dp" 
        android:layout_height="66dp" 
        android:layout_toLeftOf="@+id/straight" 
        android:layout_alignTop="@+id/straight" 
        android:src="@drawable/left" /> 
     
    <ImageButton 
        android:id="@+id/right" 
        style="?android:attr/buttonStyleSmall" 
        android:layout_width="66dp" 
        android:layout_height="66dp" 
        android:layout_toRightOf="@+id/straight" 
        android:layout_alignTop="@+id/straight" 
        android:src="@drawable/right" /> 
     
    <ImageButton 
        android:id="@+id/back" 
        style="?android:attr/buttonStyleSmall" 
        android:layout_width="66dp" 
        android:layout_height="66dp" 
        android:layout_centerHorizontal="true" 
        android:layout_below="@+id/straight" 
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public class Bluetooth extends AbstractActivity { 
 // Debugging 
    private static final String TAG = "BluetoothChat"; 
    private static final boolean D = true; 
  
    // Intent request codes 
    private static final int REQUEST_CONNECT_DEVICE_SECURE = 1; 
    private static final int REQUEST_ENABLE_BT = 3; 
     
    // Message types sent from the BluetoothChatService Handler 
    public static final int MESSAGE_STATE_CHANGE = 1; 
    public static final int MESSAGE_READ = 2; 
    public static final int MESSAGE_WRITE = 3; 
    public static final int MESSAGE_DEVICE_NAME = 4; 
    public static final int MESSAGE_TOAST = 5; 
     
    // Key names received from the BluetoothChatService Handler 
    public static final String DEVICE_NAME = "device_name"; 
    public static final String TOAST = "toast"; 
     
    // Turning commands 
    public static final String LEFT = "@L$"; 
    public static final String RIGHT = "@R$"; 
    public static final String STRAIGHT = "@S$"; 
    public static final String BACK = "@U$"; 
     
    // Street command 
    public static final String START_DELIM_STREET = "%"; 
    public static final String END_DELIM_STREET = "$"; 
     
    private ListView myConversationView; 
    private ImageView btButton; 
    private EditText inputText; 
    private EditText addressText; 
    private Button mySendButton; 
    private Button sendAddress; 
    private ImageView rightButton; 
    private ImageView leftButton; 
    private ImageView straightButton; 
    private ImageView backButton; 
    final CharSequence text = "Connecting..."; 
     
    // Name of the connected device 
    private String myConnectedDeviceName = null; 
    // Array adapter for the conversation thread 
    private ArrayAdapter<String> myConversationArrayAdapter; 
    // Local Bluetooth adapter 
    private BluetoothAdapter myBluetoothAdapter = null; 
    // Member object for the chat services 
    public BluetoothService myChatService = null; 
    // String buffer for outgoing messages 
    private StringBuffer myOutStringBuffer; 
     
    SlidingDrawer slidingDrawer; 
    Button slideButton; 
    @Override 
    protected void onCreate(Bundle savedInstanceState) { 
        super.onCreate(savedInstanceState); 
        setContentView(R.layout.main); 
        btButton = (ImageView) findViewById(R.id.imageButton1); 
        inputText = (EditText) findViewById(R.id.editText1); 
        btButton.setOnClickListener(new OnClickListener(){ 
         public void onClick(View v){ 
          onConnect(); 
         } 
        }); 
        slideButton = (Button) findViewById(R.id.handle); 
        slidingDrawer = (SlidingDrawer) findViewById(R.id.drawer); 
        slidingDrawer.setOnDrawerOpenListener(new OnDrawerOpenListener() { 
            @Override 
            public void onDrawerOpened() { 
                 
            } 
        }); 
  
        slidingDrawer.setOnDrawerCloseListener(new OnDrawerCloseListener() 
{ 
            @Override 
            public void onDrawerClosed() { 
                 
            } 
        }); 
 
        // Get local Bluetooth adapter 
        myBluetoothAdapter = BluetoothAdapter.getDefaultAdapter(); 
 
        // If the adapter is null, then Bluetooth is not supported 
        if (myBluetoothAdapter == null) { 
            Toast.makeText(this, "Bluetooth is not available", 
Toast.LENGTH_LONG).show(); 
            finish(); 
            return; 
        } 
    } 
 
    @Override 
    public void onStart() { 
        super.onStart(); 
        if(D) Log.e(TAG, "++ ON START ++"); 
 
        // If BT is not on, request that it be enabled. 
        // setupChat() will then be called during onActivityResult 
        if (!myBluetoothAdapter.isEnabled()) { 
            Intent enableIntent = new 
Intent(BluetoothAdapter.ACTION_REQUEST_ENABLE); 
            startActivityForResult(enableIntent, REQUEST_ENABLE_BT); 
        // Otherwise, setup the chat session 
        } else { 
            if (myChatService == null) setupChat(); 
        } 
    } 
     
    @Override 
    public synchronized void onResume() { 
        super.onResume(); 
        if(D) Log.e(TAG, "+ ON RESUME +"); 
 
        //Performing this check in onResume() covers the case in which BT 
was 
        //not enabled during onStart(), so we were paused to enable it... 
        //onResume() will be called when ACTION_REQUEST_ENABLE activity 
retur 
        if (myChatService != null) { 
            // Only if the state is STATE_NONE, do we know that we haven't 
started already 
            if (myChatService.getState() == BluetoothService.STATE_NONE) { 
              // Start the Bluetooth chat services 
              myChatService.start(); 
            } 
        } 
    }  
    private void setupChat() { 
        Log.d(TAG, "setupChat()"); 
 
        // Initialize the array adapter for the conversation thread 
        myConversationArrayAdapter = new ArrayAdapter<String>(this, 
R.layout.message); 
 
        // Initialize the compose field with a listener for the return key 
        inputText = (EditText) findViewById(R.id.editText1); 
        inputText.setOnEditorActionListener(mWriteListener); 
         
        addressText= (EditText) findViewById(R.id.editText2); 
        addressText.setOnEditorActionListener(addressListener); 
         
        
        // Initialize the send button with a listener that for click 
events 
        mySendButton = (Button) findViewById(R.id.button1); 
        mySendButton.setOnClickListener(new OnClickListener() { 
            public void onClick(View v) { 
                // Send a message using content of the edit text widget 
                TextView view = (TextView) findViewById(R.id.editText1); 
                String message = START_DELIM_STREET + 
(view.getText().toString()) + END_DELIM_STREET; 
                sendMessage(message); 
            } 
        }); 
        sendAddress = (Button) findViewById(R.id.sendAddress); 
        sendAddress.setOnClickListener(new OnClickListener() { 
            public void onClick(View v) { 
                 
            } 
        }); 
         
        leftButton = (ImageView) findViewById(R.id.left); 
        leftButton.setOnClickListener(new OnClickListener() { 
            public void onClick(View v) { 
                sendMessage(LEFT); 
            } 
        }); 
         
        rightButton = (ImageView) findViewById(R.id.right); 
        rightButton.setOnClickListener(new OnClickListener() { 
            public void onClick(View v) { 
                sendMessage(RIGHT); 
            } 
        }); 
         
        straightButton = (ImageView) findViewById(R.id.straight); 
        straightButton.setOnClickListener(new OnClickListener() { 
            public void onClick(View v) { 
                sendMessage(STRAIGHT); 
            } 
        }); 
         
        backButton = (ImageView) findViewById(R.id.back); 
        backButton.setOnClickListener(new OnClickListener() { 
            public void onClick(View v) { 
                sendMessage(BACK); 
            } 
        }); 
 
 
        // Initialize the BluetoothChatService to perform bluetooth 
connections 
        myChatService = new BluetoothService(this, mHandler); 
 
        // Initialize the buffer for outgoing messages 
        myOutStringBuffer = new StringBuffer(""); 
    } 
 
 // The action listener for the EditText widget, to listen for the return 
key 
    private TextView.OnEditorActionListener mWriteListener = 
        new TextView.OnEditorActionListener() { 
        public boolean onEditorAction(TextView view, int actionId, 
KeyEvent event) { 
            // If the action is a key-up event on the return key, send the 
message 
            if (actionId == EditorInfo.IME_NULL && event.getAction() == 
KeyEvent.ACTION_UP) { 
                String message = view.getText().toString(); 
                sendMessage(message); 
            } 
            if(D) Log.i(TAG, "END onEditorAction"); 
            return true; 
        } 
    }; 
 // The action listener for the EditText widget, to listen for the return 
key 
    private TextView.OnEditorActionListener addressListener = 
        new TextView.OnEditorActionListener() { 
        public boolean onEditorAction(TextView view, int actionId, 
KeyEvent event) { 
            // If the action is a key-up event on the return key, send the 
message 
            if (actionId == EditorInfo.IME_NULL && event.getAction() == 
KeyEvent.ACTION_UP) { 
                String message = view.getText().toString(); 
                sendMessage(message); 
            } 
            if(D) Log.i(TAG, "END onEditorAction"); 
            return true; 
        } 
    }; 
     
    /** 
     * Sends a message. 
     * @param message  A string of text to send. 
     */ 
    private void sendMessage(String message) { 
        // Check that we're actually connected before trying anything 
        if (myChatService.getState() != BluetoothService.STATE_CONNECTED) 
{ 
            Toast.makeText(this, R.string.not_connected, 
Toast.LENGTH_SHORT).show(); 
            btButton.setImageResource(R.drawable.bt_button_nc); 
            return; 
        } 
 
        // Check that there's actually something to send 
        if (message.length() > 0) { 
            // Get the message bytes and tell the BluetoothChatService to 
write 
            byte[] send = message.getBytes(); 
            myChatService.write(send); 
 
            // Reset out string buffer to zero and clear the edit text 
field 
            myOutStringBuffer.setLength(0); 
            inputText.setText(myOutStringBuffer); 
        } 
    } 
     
    private final Handler mHandler = new Handler() { 
        @Override 
        public void handleMessage(Message msg) { 
            switch (msg.what) { 
            case MESSAGE_STATE_CHANGE: 
                if(D) Log.i(TAG, "MESSAGE_STATE_CHANGE: " + msg.arg1); 
                switch (msg.arg1) { 
                case BluetoothService.STATE_CONNECTED: 
                 btButton.setImageResource(R.drawable.bt_button_c); 
                    myConversationArrayAdapter.clear(); 
                    break; 
                case BluetoothService.STATE_CONNECTING: 
                    //setStatus(R.string.title_connecting); 
                    break; 
                case BluetoothService.STATE_LISTEN: 
                case BluetoothService.STATE_NONE: 
                   btButton.setImageResource(R.drawable.bt_button_nc); 
                    break; 
                } 
                break; 
            case MESSAGE_WRITE: 
                byte[] writeBuf = (byte[]) msg.obj; 
                // construct a string from the buffer 
                String writeMessage = new String(writeBuf); 
                myConversationArrayAdapter.add("Me:  " + writeMessage); 
                break; 
            case MESSAGE_READ: 
                byte[] readBuf = (byte[]) msg.obj; 
                // construct a string from the valid bytes in the buffer 
                String readMessage = new String(readBuf, 0, msg.arg1); 
                myConversationArrayAdapter.add(myConnectedDeviceName+":  " 
+ readMessage); 
                break; 
            case MESSAGE_DEVICE_NAME: 
                // save the connected device's name 
                myConnectedDeviceName = 
msg.getData().getString(DEVICE_NAME); 
                Toast.makeText(getApplicationContext(), "Connected to " 
                               + myConnectedDeviceName, 
Toast.LENGTH_SHORT).show(); 
                btButton.setImageResource(R.drawable.bt_button_c); 
                break; 
            case MESSAGE_TOAST: 
                Toast.makeText(getApplicationContext(), 
msg.getData().getString(TOAST), 
                               Toast.LENGTH_SHORT).show(); 
                if(msg.getData().getString(TOAST) == "Device connection 
was lost"){ 
                 btButton.setImageResource(R.drawable.bt_button_nc); 
                } 
                break; 
            } 
        } 
    }; 
    public void onActivityResult(int requestCode, int resultCode, Intent 
data) { 
        if(D) Log.d(TAG, "onActivityResult " + resultCode); 
        switch (requestCode) { 
        case REQUEST_CONNECT_DEVICE_SECURE: 
            // When DeviceListActivity returns with a device to connect 
            if (resultCode == Activity.RESULT_OK) { 
                connectDevice(data, true); 
            } 
            break; 
        case REQUEST_ENABLE_BT: 
            // When the request to enable Bluetooth returns 
            if (resultCode == Activity.RESULT_OK) { 
                // Bluetooth is now enabled, so set up a chat session 
                setupChat(); 
            } else { 
                // User did not enable Bluetooth or an error occurred 
                Log.d(TAG, "BT not enabled"); 
                Toast.makeText(this, R.string.bt_not_enabled_leaving, 
Toast.LENGTH_SHORT).show(); 
                finish(); 
            } 
        } 
    } 
 
    private void connectDevice(Intent data, boolean secure) { 
        // Get the device MAC address 
        String address = data.getExtras() 
            .getString(DeviceListActivity.EXTRA_DEVICE_ADDRESS); 
        // Get the BluetoothDevice object 
        BluetoothDevice device = 
myBluetoothAdapter.getRemoteDevice(address); 
        // Attempt to connect to the device 
        myChatService.connect(device, secure); 
    } 
 
     
    public void onConnect() { 
     Intent serverIntent = null; 
        serverIntent = new Intent(this, DeviceListActivity.class); 
        startActivityForResult(serverIntent, 
REQUEST_CONNECT_DEVICE_SECURE); 
    } 
     
    @Override 
    public boolean onCreateOptionsMenu(Menu menu) { 
        // Inflate the menu; this adds items to the action bar if it is 
present. 
        getMenuInflater().inflate(R.menu.bluetooth, menu); 
        return true; 
    } 
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public class BluetoothService { 
 private static final String TAG = "BluetoothService"; 
    // Name for the SDP record when creating server socket 
    private static final String NAME_SECURE = "motoHUD"; 
     
    // Unique UUID for bluetooth device 
    private static final UUID MY_UUID =  
        UUID.fromString("00001101-0000-1000-8000-00805F9B34FB"); 
         
    // Members 
    private final BluetoothAdapter myAdapter; 
    private final Handler myHandler; 
    private AcceptThread myAcceptThread; 
    private ConnectThread myConnectThread; 
    private ConnectedThread myConnectedThread; 
    private int myState; 
     
    // Constants for states 
    public static final int STATE_NONE = 0; // Doing nothing 
    public static final int STATE_LISTEN = 1; // Listening 
    public static final int STATE_CONNECTING = 2; // Initiating an 
outgoing connection 
    public static final int STATE_CONNECTED = 3; // Connected 
     
    private ImageView btButton; 
    /* 
     * Constructor. Prepares a new Bluetooth session. 
     * @param context  The UI Activity Context 
     * @param handler  A Handler to send messages back to the UI Activity 
     */ 
    public BluetoothService(Context context, Handler handler) { 
        myAdapter = BluetoothAdapter.getDefaultAdapter(); 
        myState = STATE_NONE; 
        myHandler = handler; 
    } 
     
    /* 
     * Set the current state of the chat connection 
     * @param state  An integer defining the current connection state 
     */ 
    private synchronized void setState(int state) {         
     myState = state; 
 
        // Give the new state to the Handler so the UI Activity can update 
        myHandler.obtainMessage(Bluetooth.MESSAGE_STATE_CHANGE, state, -
1).sendToTarget(); 
    } 
     
    /* 
     * 
     * Return the current connection state.  
    */ 
    public synchronized int getState() { 
        return myState; 
    } 
     
    /* 
     * Start the chat service. Specifically start AcceptThread to begin a 
     * session in listening (server) mode. Called by the Activity 
onResume()            */ 
    public synchronized void start() { 
        // Cancel any thread attempting to make a connection 
        if (myConnectThread != null) { 
            myConnectThread.cancel();  
            myConnectThread = null; 
        } 
        // Cancel any thread currently running a connection 
        if (myConnectedThread != null) { 
            myConnectedThread.cancel();  
            myConnectedThread = null; 
        } 
        setState(STATE_LISTEN); 
 
        // Start the thread to listen on a BluetoothServerSocket 
        if (myAcceptThread == null) { 
            myAcceptThread = new AcceptThread(true); 
            myAcceptThread.start(); 
        } 
    } 
    /* 
     * Start the ConnectThread to initiate a connection to a remote 
device. 
     * @param device  The BluetoothDevice to connect 
     * @param secure Socket Security type - Secure (true) , Insecure 
(false) 
     */ 
    public synchronized void connect(BluetoothDevice device, boolean 
secure) { 
        // Cancel any thread attempting to make a connection 
        if (myState == STATE_CONNECTING) { 
            if (myConnectThread != null) { 
                myConnectThread.cancel();  
                myConnectThread = null; 
            } 
        } 
        // Cancel any thread currently running a connection 
        if (myConnectedThread != null) { 
            myConnectedThread.cancel();  
            myConnectedThread = null; 
        } 
        // Start the thread to connect with the given device 
        myConnectThread = new ConnectThread(device, secure); 
        myConnectThread.start(); 
        setState(STATE_CONNECTING); 
    } 
    /* 
     * Start the ConnectedThread to begin managing a Bluetooth connection 
     * @param socket  The BluetoothSocket on which the connection was made 
     * @param device  The BluetoothDevice that has been connected 
     */ 
    public synchronized void connected(BluetoothSocket socket, 
BluetoothDevice 
            device) { 
        // Cancel the thread that completed the connection 
        if (myConnectThread != null) { 
            myConnectThread.cancel();  
            myConnectThread = null; 
        } 
        // Cancel any thread currently running a connection 
        if (myConnectedThread != null) { 
            myConnectedThread.cancel();  
            myConnectedThread = null; 
        } 
        // Cancel the accept thread because we only want to connect to one 
device 
        if (myAcceptThread != null) { 
            myAcceptThread.cancel(); 
            myAcceptThread = null; 
        } 
        // Start the thread to manage the connection and perform 
transmissions 
        myConnectedThread = new ConnectedThread(socket); 
        myConnectedThread.start(); 
        // Send the name of the connected device back to the UI Activity 
        Message msg = 
myHandler.obtainMessage(Bluetooth.MESSAGE_DEVICE_NAME); 
        Bundle bundle = new Bundle(); 
        bundle.putString(Bluetooth.DEVICE_NAME, device.getName()); 
        msg.setData(bundle); 
        myHandler.sendMessage(msg); 
 
        setState(STATE_CONNECTED); 
    } 
    /* 
     * Stop all threads 
     */ 
    public synchronized void stop() { 
        // Set members to NULL 
        if (myConnectThread != null) { 
            myConnectThread.cancel(); 
            myConnectThread = null; 
        } 
        if (myConnectedThread != null) { 
            myConnectedThread.cancel(); 
            myConnectedThread = null; 
        } 
        if (myAcceptThread != null) { 
            myAcceptThread.cancel(); 
            myAcceptThread = null; 
        } 
        setState(STATE_NONE); 
    } 
    /* 
     * Write to the ConnectedThread in an unsynchronized manner 
     * @param out The bytes to write 
     * @see ConnectedThread#write(byte[]) 
     */ 
    public void write(byte[] out) { 
        // Create temporary object 
        ConnectedThread r; 
        // Synchronize a copy of the ConnectedThread 
        synchronized (this) { 
            // Make sure we are connected 
            if (myState != STATE_CONNECTED)  
                return; 
            r = myConnectedThread; 
        } 
        // Perform the write unsynchronized 
        r.write(out); 
    } 
    /* 
     * Indicate that the connection attempt failed and notify the UI     
Activity. 
     */ 
    private void connectionFailed() { 
        // Send a failure message back to the Activity 
        Message msg = myHandler.obtainMessage(Bluetooth.MESSAGE_TOAST); 
        Bundle bundle = new Bundle(); 
        bundle.putString(Bluetooth.TOAST, "Unable to connect device"); 
        msg.setData(bundle); 
        myHandler.sendMessage(msg); 
 
        // Start the service over to restart listening mode 
        BluetoothService.this.start(); 
    } 
     
 
    /* 
     * Indicate that the connection was lost and notify the UI Activity. 
     */ 
    private void connectionLost() { 
        // Send a failure message back to the Activity 
        Message msg = myHandler.obtainMessage(Bluetooth.MESSAGE_TOAST); 
        Bundle bundle = new Bundle(); 
        bundle.putString(Bluetooth.TOAST, "Device connection was lost"); 
    
        msg.setData(bundle); 
        myHandler.sendMessage(msg); 
 
        // Start the service over to restart listening mode 
        BluetoothService.this.start(); 
    } 
    /* 
     * This thread runs while listening for incoming connections. It 
behaves 
     * like a server-side client. It runs until a connection is accepted 
     * (or until cancelled). 
     */ 
    private class AcceptThread extends Thread { 
        // The local server socket 
        private final BluetoothServerSocket myServerSocket; 
        //private String mySocketType; 
 
        public AcceptThread(boolean secure) { 
            BluetoothServerSocket tmp = null; 
            // Create a new listening server socket 
            try {             
                tmp = 
myAdapter.listenUsingRfcommWithServiceRecord(NAME_SECURE, 
                        MY_UUID); 
            } catch (IOException e) { 
                Log.e(TAG, "Socket Type: listen() failed", e); 
            } 
            myServerSocket = tmp; 
        } 
 
        public void run() { 
            BluetoothSocket socket = null; 
 
            // Listen to the server socket if we're not connected 
            while (myState != STATE_CONNECTED) { 
                try { 
                    // This is a blocking call and will only return on a 
                    // successful connection or an exception 
                    socket = myServerSocket.accept(); 
                } catch (IOException e) { 
                    Log.e(TAG, "Socket Type: accept() failed", e); 
                    break; 
                } 
 
                // If a connection was accepted 
                if (socket != null) { 
                    synchronized (BluetoothService.this) { 
                        switch (myState) { 
                            case STATE_LISTEN: 
                                break; 
                            case STATE_CONNECTING: 
                                // Situation normal. Start the connected 
thread. 
                                connected(socket, 
socket.getRemoteDevice()); 
                                break; 
                            case STATE_NONE: 
                                break; 
                            case STATE_CONNECTED: 
                                // Either not ready or already connected. 
Terminate new socket. 
                                try { 
                                    socket.close(); 
                                } catch (IOException e) { 
                                    Log.e(TAG, "Could not close unwanted 
socket", e); 
                                } 
                                break; 
                        } 
                    } 
                } 
            } 
        } 
 
        public void cancel() { 
            try { 
                myServerSocket.close(); 
            } catch (IOException e) { 
                Log.e(TAG, "Socket Type close() of server failed", e); 
            } 
        } 
    } 
    /* 
     * This thread runs while attempting to make an outgoing connection 
     * with a device. It runs straight through; the connection either 
     * succeeds or fails. 
     */ 
    private class ConnectThread extends Thread { 
        private final BluetoothSocket mySocket; 
        private final BluetoothDevice myDevice; 
 
        public ConnectThread(BluetoothDevice device, boolean secure) { 
            myDevice = device; 
            BluetoothSocket tmp = null; 
            try { 
                tmp = device.createRfcommSocketToServiceRecord( 
                        MY_UUID); 
            } catch (IOException e) { 
                Log.e(TAG, "Socket Type: create() failed", e); 
            } 
            mySocket = tmp; 
        } 
 
        public void run() { 
            // Always cancel discovery because it will slow down a 
connection 
            myAdapter.cancelDiscovery(); 
 
            // Make a connection to the BluetoothSocket 
            try { 
                // This is a blocking call and will only return on a 
                // successful connection or an exception 
                mySocket.connect(); 
            } catch (IOException e) { 
                // Close the socket 
                try { 
                    mySocket.close(); 
                } catch (IOException e2) { 
                    Log.e(TAG, "unable to close() socket during connection 
failure", e2); 
                } 
                connectionFailed(); 
                return; 
            } 
 
            // Reset the ConnectThread because we're done 
            synchronized (BluetoothService.this) { 
                myConnectThread = null; 
            } 
 
            // Start the connected thread 
            connected(mySocket, myDevice); 
        } 
 
        public void cancel() { 
            try { 
                mySocket.close(); 
            } catch (IOException e) { 
                Log.e(TAG, "close() of connect socket failed", e); 
            } 
        } 
    } 
     /* 
     * This thread runs during a connection with a remote device. 
     * It handles all incoming and outgoing transmissions. 
     */ 
    private class ConnectedThread extends Thread { 
        private final BluetoothSocket mySocket; 
        private final InputStream myInStream; 
        private final OutputStream myOutStream; 
 
        public ConnectedThread(BluetoothSocket socket) { 
            Log.d(TAG, "create ConnectedThread"); 
            mySocket = socket; 
            InputStream tmpIn = null; 
            OutputStream tmpOut = null; 
 
            // Get the BluetoothSocket input and output streams 
            try { 
                tmpIn = socket.getInputStream(); 
                tmpOut = socket.getOutputStream(); 
            } catch (IOException e) { 
                Log.e(TAG, "temp sockets not created", e); 
            } 
 
            myInStream = tmpIn; 
            myOutStream = tmpOut; 
        } 
 
        public void run() { 
            Log.i(TAG, "BEGIN mConnectedThread"); 
            byte[] buffer = new byte[1024]; 
            int bytes; 
            // Keep listening to the InputStream while connected 
            while (true) { 
                try { 
                    // Read from the InputStream 
                    bytes = myInStream.read(buffer); 
                } catch (IOException e) { 
                    Log.e(TAG, "disconnected", e); 
                    connectionLost(); 
                    // Start the service over to restart listening mode 
                    BluetoothService.this.start(); 
                    break; 
                } 
            } 
        } 
 
        /* 
         * Write to the connected OutStream. 
         * @param buffer  The bytes to write 
         */ 
        public void write(byte[] buffer) { 
            try { 
                myOutStream.write(buffer); 
            } catch (IOException e) { 
                Log.e(TAG, "Exception during write", e); 
            } 
        } 
        public void cancel() { 
            try { 
                mySocket.close(); 
            } catch (IOException e) { 
                Log.e(TAG, "close() of connect socket failed", e); 
            } 
        } 





















F. User Manual 
 
STEP 1
Simply flip the switch. If 
the red LED on the 
switch is on, this means 
the device is running.
Preparing motoHUD
STEP 2
Allow five seconds for 
the OLED to initialize 
and display a speed of 
000. Note: It may take 
up to four minutes for 
the GPS to receive a fix 
and display correct data
Turning on the Device
Connecting device to your phone
STEP 1
Locate and press the 
button on the top of the 
application. If the button 
has a red background 
with a clear Bluetooth 
image, you are not 
connected to the device.
STEP 2
A list of Bluetooth 
enabled devices will 
appear. Click on 
motoHUD and enter the 
following password: 
1234. The button should 
now be green with a 
solid Bluetooth image
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The µTOLED-20-G2 display module flaunts a very impressive 2.0’’ state of the art Passive Matrix 
Transparent OLED (PMTOLED) technology that is fully transparent and viewable from both the front and 
rear. This display module is powered with an embedded GOLDELOX graphics processor that delivers 
‘stand-alone’ functionality to any project. 
 
 
The module is an elegant combination of a fully transparent PMTOLED Passive Matrix Screen, along with 
a modest but comprehensive collection of I/O Features. These include a micro-SD card connector, two 
general purpose input/output pins (GPIO's) with Dallas 1-Wire Support, Analog Input and sound 
generation capability, along with serial communications.  
 
 
Embedded at the heart of the design is the GOLDELOX processor, which is driven by a highly optimised 
virtual core engine called EVE (Extensible Virtual Engine). 
 
 
This display module serves as a perfect 
solution to be deployed at the forefront of 
any product design, requiring a brilliance 
of colour, animation or images on any 
application. This GOLDELOX driven 
Intelligent Display Module is a perfect 




The µTOLED-20-G2 has a 2.0” PMTOLED 
Display at the forefront of the design that 
showcases the power and capabilities of 
the GOLDELOX processor. Combining a 
resolution of 128x160 pixels with 65K 
colours, this display module is perfect for 




Basic audio generation is possible on the module through the use of RTTTL sounds and beeps. These can 
be executed easily with a simple command, and are non-blocking which enables user code to be 
executed while audio is playing. 
 
 
The micro-SD card slot on the module provides the user with expandable memory space suitable for 




This microOLED module can be programmed in its native 4DGL language (similar to C), using the 
Workshop 4 IDE Software tool suite. It can also be configured very easily as a serial slave device, for use 
with your favourite host controller. Freedom is at your fingertips with the intelligent µTOLED-20-G2 
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The μTOLED-20-G2 is an impressive Transparent 
OLED display module (TOLED) in the 4D Systems 
microOLED graphics display range. Featuring a 2.0” 
128x160 resolution transparent display, it is the 
ideal size for attractive transparent display 
applications.  
 
Driving the module and its peripherals is the 
GOLDELOX processor, a very capable chip which 
provides impressive graphics power, programmed 
with 4D Systems Workshop IDE Software. 4D 
Systems Workshop enables graphic solutions to be 
constructed rapidly and with ease due to its design 
being solely for 4D’s graphics controllers.  
 
The μTOLED-20-G2 has a modest but 
comprehensive range of features suited for an 
application requiring an amazing transparent 
display, an analog input, Dallas 1-wire sensor 
capability, audio generation, or simply digital I/O. 
















• Low-cost 2.0” TOLED display graphics user 
interface solution. 
• 128 x 160 resolution, RGB 65K colour, Passive 
Matrix TOLED Screen. 
• No back lighting with near 360° viewing angle 
(NOTE: see Section 6.1) 
• Easy 10 pin interface to any host device: 
3.3Vout, IO2, GND, IO1, RESET, GND, RX, TX, 
+5V, 5V OUT 
• Powered by the 4D-Labs GOLDELOX processor 
(also available as separate OEM IC) 
• 10KB of flash memory for user code storage and 
510 bytes of RAM for user variables (255 x 16bit 
vars). 
• Asynchronous hardware serial UART port with 
auto-baud, TTL interface, with 300 to 600K 
baud. 
• 2 x General Purpose I/O pins.  
IO1 supports: 
• Digital I/O 
• A/D Converter with 8/10 bit resolution 
• Complex sound generation 
• Dedicated RTTTL tune engine 
• Multi-Switch Joystick, Buttons 
• Dallas 1-Wire  
IO2 supports:  
• Digital I/O 
• Complex sound generation 
• Dedicated RTTTL tune engine 
• Dallas 1-Wire 
• On-board micro-SD memory card adaptor for 
multimedia storage and data logging purposes. 
HC memory card support is also available for 
cards larger than 4GB. 
• Built in extensive 4DGL graphics and system 
library functions.  
• Display full colour images, animations, icons and 
video clips (no audio support for video). 
• Supports all available Windows fonts and 
characters (imported as external fonts). 
• 4.0V to 5.5V range operation (single supply), 
nominal 5.0V. 
• PCB Module dimensions: 37.5 x 24.0 x 11.0mm  
Display dimensions: 37.79 x 68.74 x 1.4mm 
• Weight ~ 12g. 
• Display Viewing Area: 31.86 x 39.74mm 
• RoHS Compliant. 
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Pin Symbol I/O Description 
1 +5V P 
Main Voltage Supply +ve input pin. Reverse polarity protected. Range is 4.0V to 
5.5V, nominal 5.0V. 
2 5V OUT P 5V OUT provides approximately 4.7 V through a protection diode. 
3 TX O 
Asynchronous Serial Transmit pin. Output data is at TTL voltage levels. Connect 
this pin to external device Serial Receive (Rx) signal. This pin is tolerant up to 5.0V 
levels. 
4 IO2 I/O General purpose IO2 pin. See section 2.2 for more detail. 
5 RX I 
Asynchronous Serial Receive pin. Connect this pin to external device Serial 
Transmit (Tx) signal. This pin is tolerant up to 5.0V levels. 
6 IO1 I/O General purpose IO1 pin. See section 2.2 for more detail. 
7 GND P Supply Ground. 
8 GND P Supply Ground. 
9 RESET I 
Master Reset signal. Internally pulled up to 3.3V via a 4.7K resistor. An active Low 
pulse greater than 2.0μs will reset the module. If the module needs to be reset 
externally, only use open collector type circuits. This pin is not driven low by any 
internal conditions. The host should control this pin via one of its port pins using 
an open collector/drain arrangement. 
10 3.3V P 
Regulated 3.3 Volts output, maximum available current 50mA to power external 
circuitry. 
 
I = Input, O = Output, P = Power  
 
      (2)       (4)      (6)       (8)      (10) 
5V OUT   IO2     IO1    GND    3.3V 
+5V      TX       RX      GND     RES 
(1)        (3)      (5)        (7)       (9) 
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4. Hardware Interface - Pins 
 
The μTOLED-20-G2 provides both a hardware and 
software interface. This section describes in detail 
the hardware interface pins of the device. 
 
 Serial Ports - COM0 UART 4.1.
 
The μTOLED-20-G2 has a dedicated hardware 
UART that can communicate with external serial 
devices. 
 
The primary features are: 
• Full-Duplex 8 bit data transmission and reception 
through the TX and RX pins. 
• Data format: 8 bits, No Parity, 1 Stop bit. 
• Auto Baud feature. 
• Baud rates from 300 baud up to 600K baud. 
 
The Serial port is also the primary interface for 
downloading compiled 4DGL application code as 
well as future PmmC/Firmware updates for the on-
board GOLDELOX processor. Refer to Section 5. 
PmmC/Firmware Programming for more details. 
 
TX pin 3 (Serial Transmit):  
Asynchronous Serial port Transmit pin, TX. The 
serial output data is at TTL voltage levels. Connect 
this pin to external serial device Rx signal. 
 
RX pin 5 (Serial Receive):  
Asynchronous Serial port Receive pin, RX. Connect 
this pin to external serial device Transmit Tx signal. 
 
 General Purpose I/O 4.2.
 
There are 2 GPIO pins available, IO1 and IO2. Each 
GPIO has a multitude of high level functions 
associated with it and these can be selected within 
4DGL user application code. 
 
Refer to the separate document titled 
“GOLDELOX-4DGL-Internal-Functions.pdf” for a 
complete set of built in 4DGL library functions. 
 
IO1 pin 6 (General Purpose IO1): 
General purpose IO1 pin. The following table lists 
the available GPIO functions and features. 
 
IO2 pin 4 (General Purpose IO2): 
General purpose IO2 pin. The following table lists 
the available GPIO functions and features. 
 
Note: GPIO pins are 5.0V tolerant. 
 
GPIO Functions and Features 
Function IO1 IO2 
Digital Input √ √ 
Digital Output √ √ 
A/D Converter 8/10 bits √ -- 
Joystick – 5 position multi-switch √ -- 
Dallas 1-Wire support √ √ 
Sound Generation, RTTTL Tunes √ √ 
 
Input/Output: 
Both IO1 and IO2 pins can be programmed to be 
Inputs or Outputs. Diagram below shows a LED 
connected to IO1 (programmed as an output) and 






Analogue to Digital Converter: 
The IO1 pin can be programmed as an A/D input. 
Option is available to select 8 bit or 10 bit 
resolution. Diagram below is a circuit of a Light 
Dependant Resistor (LDR) connected to IO1 to 




Joystick - Multi Switch: 
Multiple buttons or a multi-switch Joystick can be 
connected to the IO1 pin on the μTOLED-20-G2 
module. Up to five buttons or a 5 position multi-
switch joystick connects to a junction of a resistor 
ladder network that forms a voltage divider. The 
A/D converter of the IO1 pin internally reads the 
analogue value and decodes it accordingly. This 
feature is supported by dedicated 4DGL library 
functions. The following diagrams indicate how to 
connect up to five individual buttons or a multi 
switch joystick to the IO1 pin. 
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Unused buttons do not need resistors to be 
connected to the circuit. Table below lists the 








1 SW1 22K 
2 SW2 10K 
3 SW3 4.7K 
4 SW4 2.2K 
5 SW5 1.2K 
 
Dallas 1-Wire: 
The Dallas 1-Wire protocol is a form of serial 
communications designed to operate over a single 
data line plus ground reference. Multiple 1 Wire 
devices can be attached to the same shared data 
line to network many devices. One wire device 
support is available on both the IO1 and the IO2 
pins on the μTOLED-20-G2 module.  
 
The following diagram depicts a typical 1-Wire 
temperature sensor interface. 
 
Sound Output: 
The μTOLED-20-G2 module is capable of 
generating complex sounds and RTTTL tunes from 
its IO1 and IO2 pins. A simple speaker circuit as 




 System Pins 4.3.
 
+5V (Module Voltage Input)  
Pin 1: 
Module supply voltage input pin. This pin must be 
connected to a regulated supply voltage in the 
range of 4.0 Volts to 5.5 Volts DC. Nominal 
operating voltage is 5.0 Volts. 
 
5V Out (~4.7V)  
Pin 2: 
External circuitry that requires approximately 5V 
supply can be powered up via this pin. Maximum 
available current is 50mA. 
 
GND (Module Ground) 
Pins 7, 8: 
Device ground pins. These pins must be connected 
to ground. 
 
RESET (Module Master Reset)  
Pin 9: 
Module Master Reset pin. An active low pulse of 
greater than 2 micro-seconds will reset the 
module. Internally pulled up to 3.3V via a 4.7K 
resistor. Only use open collector type circuits to 
reset the device if an external reset is required. 
 
3.3Vout (3.3V Regulated Output) 
Pin 10: 
External circuitry that requires a regulated 3.3V 
supply can be powered up via this pin. Maximum 
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5. PmmC/Firmware Programming 
 
The GOLDELOX processor on the μTOLED-20-G2 
module can be re-programmed with the latest 
PmmC configuration for updates and future 
proofing. The chip-level configuration is available 
as a PmmC (Personality-module-micro-Code) file 
and the programming must be performed over the 
serial interface. The chip-resident internal 4DGL 
functions are part of the GOLDELOX PmmC 
configuration file so please check regularly for the 
latest updates and enhancements.  
 
It is recommended that the μTOLED-20-G2 display 
module be socketed on the application board so 
that it can be easily removed for PmmC 
programming.  
 
The PmmC file is programmed into the device with 
the aid of Workshop 4, the 4D Systems IDE 
software (See Section 10). To provide a link 
between the PC and the ICSP interface, a specific 
4D Programming Cable is required and is available 
from 4D Systems.  
 
Using a non-4D programming interface could 


















6. Module Features 
 
The μTOLED-20-G2 module is designed to 
accommodate most applications. Some of the 
main features of the module are listed below. 
 
 Display – 2.0” PMTOLED  6.1.
 
The μTOLED-20-G2 is equipped with a full colour 
Passive Matrix TOLED screen. Some of the features 
of the screen are: 
 
•  Screen Size: 2.0”diagonal 
•  128 x 160 Resolution PMTOLED Display 
•  Screen Dimensions: 37.79 x 68.74 x 1.4mm. 
•  Viewing Area: 31.86 x 39.74mm 
•  Active Area: 31.46 x 39.34mm 
•  65K colour 
•  Brightness: 60 cd/m2 
•  Viewing Angle:  near 360 degrees, See Note. 
•  No Back lighting 
 
Note: The Displays used are the highest rated 
‘Grade A’ Displays, which allow for 0-4 defective 
pixels. A defective pixel could be solid Black 
(Dead), White, Red, Green or Blue. 
 
Note: This PMTOLED display is Transparent and is 
therefore viewable from both the front and rear. 
When viewing from the rear, the image will be 
mirrored compared to the front. 
 
 GOLDELOX Processor 6.2.
 
The module is designed around the GOLDELOX 




The GOLDELOX is a custom embedded graphics 
processor designed to interface with many popular 
OLED and LCD display panels. Powerful graphics, 
text, image, animation and countless more 
features are built right inside the chip. It offers a 
simple plug-n-play interface to many 8bit 80-Series 
colour LCD and OLED displays.  
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The chip is designed to work with minimal design 
effort and all of the data and control signals are 
provided by the chip to interface directly to the 
display. Simply choose your display and interface it 
to the GOLDELOX on your application board. This 
offers enormous advantage to the designer in 
development time and cost saving and takes away 
all of the burden of low level design.  
 




 SD/SDHC Memory Cards 6.3.
 
The module supports micro-SD memory cards via 
the on-board micro-SD connector. The memory 
card is used for all multimedia file retrieval such as 
images, animations and 
movie clips. The 
memory card can also 
be used as general 
purpose storage for 
data logging 
applications. Support is available for off the shelf 











7. OLED Screen Precautions 
 
• Avoid having a White Background. The more 
pixels that are lit up, the more the display module 
will consume current. A full white screen will have 
the highest power consumption. 
 
• Avoid displaying objects or text on White 
Backgrounds. This will cause a smearing effect 
which is inherent to all PMOLED displays. Instead 
try a shaded mixed colour as the background or 
better still a black background. Ideally have mixed 
coloured objects/text/icons on a black 
background. 
 
• Avoid having to display the same image/object 
on the screen for lengthy periods of time. This will 
cause a burn-in which is a common problem with 
all types of display technologies. Blank the screen 
after a while or dim it very low by adjusting the 
contrast. Better still; implement a screen saver 
feature. 
 
• The display can be easily scratched. The soft 
polarisation film on the glass surface may be 
damaged if rubbed by hard objects. Handle with 
care to avoid scratching the display. 
 
• Moisture and water can damage the display. 
Moisture on the surface of a powered display will 
cause the electrodes to corrode. Wipe off any 
moisture gently or let the display dry before usage. 
 
• Dirt from fingerprint oil and fat can easily stain 
the surface of the display. Gently wipe off any 
stains with a soft lint-free cloth. 
 
• The performance of the display will degrade 
under high temperature and humidity. Avoid such 
conditions when storing. 
 
• Displays are susceptible to mechanical shock and 
any force exerted on the module may result in 
deformed zebra strips and cracks. 
 
• Care should be taken when handling the 
uTOLED-20-G2 display module as the display flex is 
delicate and could be damaged with rough 
handling. Undue stress on the display flex can lead 
to horizontal/vertical black lines.  
 
• Always use the mounting holes on the module's 
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8. Hardware Tools 
 
The following hardware tools are required for full 
control of the μTOLED-20-G2 module. 
 
 4D Programming Cable  8.1.
 
The 4D Programming Cable is an essential 
hardware tool to program, customise and test the 
μTOLED-20-G2 module.  
 
The 4D Programming Cable is used to program a 
new Firmware/PmmC and downloading compiled 
4DGL code into the module. It even serves as an 
interface for communicating serial data to the PC. 
 































9. 4DGL - Software Language 
 
The heart of the μTOLED-20-G2 module is the 
GOLDELOX graphics processor from 4D Labs. The 
GOLDELOX belongs to a family of processors 
powered by a highly optimised soft core virtual 
engine, EVE (Extensible Virtual Engine). 
 
EVE is a proprietary, high performance virtual-
machine with an extensive byte-code instruction 
set optimised to execute compiled 4DGL 
programs. 4DGL (4D Graphics Language) was 
specifically developed from ground up for the EVE 
engine core. It is a high level language which is 
easy to learn and simple to understand yet 
powerful enough to tackle many embedded 
graphics applications. 
 
4DGL is a graphics oriented language allowing 
rapid application development, and the syntax 
structure was designed using elements of popular 
languages such as C, Basic, Pascal and others.  
 
Programmers familiar with these languages will 
feel right at home with 4DGL. It includes many 
familiar instructions such as IF..ELSE..ENDIF, 
WHILE..WEND, REPEAT..UNTIL, GOSUB..ENDSUB, 
GOTO, PRINT as well as some specialised 
instructions SERIN, SEROUT, GFX_LINE, 
GFX_CIRCLE and many more.  
 
For detailed information pertaining to the 4DGL 
language, please refer to the following documents: 
“4DGL-Programmers-Reference-Manual.pdf”   
“GOLDELOX-4DGL-Internal-Functions.pdf” 
 
To assist with the development of 4DGL 
applications, the Workshop 4 IDE combines a full-
featured editor, a compiler, a linker and a down-
loader into a single PC-based application. It's all 
you need to code, test and run your applications.  
 
4DGL is available to be written in two of the three 
environments offered by the Workshop 4 IDE, 
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10. 4D Systems - Workshop 4 IDE 
 
Workshop 4 is a comprehensive software IDE that 
provides an integrated software development 
platform for all of the 4D family of processors and 
modules. The IDE combines the Editor, Compiler, 
Linker and Downloader to develop complete 4DGL 
application code. All user application code is 




The Workshop 4 IDE supports multiple 
development environments for the user, to cater 
for different user requirements and skill level. 
 
 The Designer environment enables the user to 
write 4DGL code in its natural form to 
program the μTOLED-20-G2.  
 A visual programming experience, suitably 
called ViSi, enables drag-and-drop type 
placement of objects to assist with 4DGL code 
generation and allows the user to visualise 
how the display will look while being 
developed.  
 A Serial environment is also provided to 
transform the μTOLED-20-G2 into a slave 
serial module, allowing the user to control the 
display from any host microcontroller or 




The Workshop 4 IDE is available from the 4D 
Systems website. www.4dsystems.com.au 
 
For a comprehensive manual on the Workshop 4 
IDE Software, refer to its documentation from the 
4D Systems website. 
“Workshop-4-IDE-User-Manual.pdf” 
 
 Workshop 4 – Designer Environment 10.1.
 
Choose the Designer environment to write 4DGL 
code in its raw form. 
 
The Designer environment provides the user with 
a simple yet effective programming environment 
where pure 4DGL code can be written, compiled 




 Workshop 4 – ViSi Environment 10.2.
 
ViSi was designed to make the creation of 
graphical displays a more visual experience. 
 
ViSi is a great software tool that allows the user to 
see the instant results of their desired graphical 
layout. Additionally, there is a selection of inbuilt 
dials, gauges and meters that can simply be placed 
onto the simulated module display. From here 
each object can have its properties edited, and at 
the click of a button all relevant 4DGL code 
associated with that object is produced in the user 
program. The user can then write 4DGL code 
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 Workshop 4 – Serial Environment 10.3.
 
The Serial environment in the Workshop 4 IDE 
provides the user the ability to transform the 
μTOLED-20-G2 into a slave serial graphics 
controller.  
 
This enables the user to use their favourite 
microcontroller or serial device as the Host, 
without having to learn 4DGL or program in a 
separate IDE. Once the module is configured and 
downloaded to from the Serial Environment, 
simple graphic commands can be sent from the 
users host microcontroller to display primitives, 
images, sound or even video. 
 
Refer to the Serial Environment section in the 
Workshop 4 user manual, for a complete listing of 
all the supported serial commands 
“Workshop-4-IDE-User-Manual.pdf” 
 
By default, each module shipped from the 4D 
Systems factory will come pre-programmed ready 
for use in the Serial mode. 
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11. Mechanical Details 
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12. Specifications and Ratings 
 
 
ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Operating ambient temperature ...................................................................................................   -20°C to +70°C 
Storage temperature ..........................................................................................................................  -30°C +80°C 
Voltage on any digital input pin with respect to GND ....................................................................... -0.3V to 6.0V 
Voltage on SWITCH pin with respect to GND ...................................................................................   -0.3V to 6.0V 
Voltage on VCC with respect to GND ................................................................................................. -0.3V to 6.0V 
Maximum current out of GND pin .............................................................................................................. 300mA 
Maximum current into VCC pin .................................................................................................................. 250mA 
Maximum output current sunk/sourced by any pin ....................................................................................... 4mA 
Total power dissipation .................................................................................................................................. 1.0W 
NOTE: Stresses above those listed here may cause permanent damage to the device. This is a stress rating only 
and functional operation of the device at those or any other conditions above those indicated in the 
recommended operation listings of this specification is not implied. Exposure to maximum rating conditions 
for extended periods may affect device reliability. 
 
 
RECOMMENDED OPERATING CONDITIONS 
Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Units 
Supply Voltage (VCC)  4.0 5.0 5.5 V 
Operating Temperature  -30 -- +70 °C 
Input Low Voltage (VIL) RX Pin GND -- 0.8 V 
Input High Voltage (VIH) RX Pin 2.0 3.3 5.0 V 
Reset Pulse External Open Collector 2.0 -- -- µs 
Operational Delay Power-Up or External Reset 1000 -- -- ms 
 
 
GLOBAL CHARACTERISTICS BASED ON OPERATING CONDITIONS 
Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Units 
Supply Current (ICC) VCC = 5.0V 14 40 120 mA 
Low Power Current (ICC) VCC = 5.0V, Contrast = 0 300 500 -- µA 
Output Low Voltage 
(VOL) 
TX, IO1, IO2, IOL = 3.4mA -- -- 0.4 V 
Output High Voltage 
(VOH) 
TX, IO1, IO2, IOL = -2.0mA 2.4 -- 3.3 V 
A/D Converter 
Resolution 
IO1 Pin -- 8 10 bits 
Capacitive Loading All pins -- -- 50 pF 
Flash Memory 
Endurance 
PmmC/4DGL Programming -- 1000 -- E/W 
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Parameter Condition Min Typ Max Units 
Luminance (L) VCC = 5.0V -- 60 -- cd/m² 
Viewing Angle (VA) VCC = 5.0V -- -- 360 degree 
Operational Lifetime (LT) 
100% white 
pattern. 60 cd/m². 
End of lifetime is 
50% initial intensity. 
5000 -- -- hours 
Transmittance 
Back Light On, 
100% White 
Pattern 




White, Wx 0.270 0.320 0.370 
 
White, Wy 0.351 0.401 0.451 
Red, Rx 0.608 0.658 0.708 
Red, Ry 0.288 0.338 0.388 
Green, Gx 0.229 0.279 0.329 
Green, Gy 0.594 0.644 0.694 
Blue, Bx 0.119 0.169 0.219 





Order Code: μTOLED-20-G2 
Package: 105mm x 65mm x 30mm 
Packaging: Module sealed in antistatic foam padded 4D Systems Box 
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13. Legal Notice 
 
Proprietary Information 
The information contained in this document is the property of 4D Systems Pty. Ltd. and may be the subject of 
patents pending or granted, and must not be copied or disclosed without prior written permission.  
4D Systems endeavours to ensure that the information in this document is correct and fairly stated but does 
not accept liability for any error or omission. The development of 4D Systems products and services is 
continuous and published information may not be up to date. It is important to check the current position with 
4D Systems. 4D Systems reserves the right to modify, update or makes changes to Specifications or written 
material without prior notice at any time. 
All trademarks belong to their respective owners and are recognised and acknowledged. 
 
Disclaimer of Warranties & Limitation of Liability 
4D Systems makes no warranty, either expressed or implied with respect to any product, and specifically 
disclaims all other warranties, including, without limitation, warranties for merchantability, non-infringement 
and fitness for any particular purpose. 
Information contained in this publication regarding device applications and the like is provided only for your 
convenience and may be superseded by updates. It is your responsibility to ensure that your application meets 
with your specifications. 
Images and graphics used throughout this document are for illustrative purposes only. All images and graphics 
used are possible to be displayed on the 4D Systems range of products, however the quality may vary. 
In no event shall 4D Systems be liable to the buyer or to any third party for any indirect, incidental, special, 
consequential, punitive or exemplary damages (including without limitation lost profits, lost savings, or loss of 
business opportunity) arising out of or relating to any product or service provided or to be provided by 4D 
Systems, or the use or inability to use the same, even if 4D Systems has been advised of the possibility of such 
damages. 
4D Systems products are not fault tolerant nor designed, manufactured or intended for use or resale as on line 
control equipment in hazardous environments requiring fail – safe performance, such as in the operation of 
nuclear facilities, aircraft navigation or communication systems, air traffic control, direct life support machines 
or weapons systems in which the failure of the product could lead directly to death, personal injury or severe 
physical or environmental damage (‘High Risk Activities’).     4D Systems and its suppliers specifically disclaim 
any expressed or implied warranty of fitness for High Risk Activities. 
Use of 4D Systems’ products and devices in 'High Risk Activities' and in any other application is entirely at the 
buyer’s risk, and the buyer agrees to defend, indemnify and hold harmless 4D Systems from any and all 
damages, claims, suits, or expenses resulting from such use. No licenses are conveyed, implicitly or otherwise, 




14. Contact Information 
 
For Technical Support: support@4dsystems.com.au 
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The µOLED-128-G2 display module flaunts a 1.5’’ state of the art Passive Matrix OLED (PMOLED) 
technology that is both crisp and superior to other display technologies, and powered with an 
embedded GOLDELOX graphics processor that delivers ‘stand-alone’ functionality to any project. 
 
 
The module is an elegant combination of a 1.5” PMOLED Passive Matrix Screen, along with a modest but 
comprehensive collection of I/O Features. These include a micro-SD card connector, two general 
purpose input/output pins (GPIO's) with Dallas 1-Wire Support, Analog Input and sound generation 




Embedded at the heart of the design is the 
GOLDELOX processor, which is driven by a 
highly optimised virtual core engine called 
EVE (Extensible Virtual Engine). 
 
 
This display module serves as a perfect 
solution to be deployed at the forefront of 
any product design, requiring a brilliance of 
colour, animation or images on any 
application. This GOLDELOX driven Intelligent 
Display Module is a perfect example of where 




The µOLED-128-G2 has a 1.5” PMOLED 
Display at the forefront of the design that 
showcases the power and capabilities of 
the GOLDELOX processor. Combining a 
resolution of 128x128 pixels with 65K 
True to Life colours, this display module 
is perfect for animations, slideshows and 
other multimedia presentations.  
 
 
Basic audio generation is possible on the 
module through the use of RTTTL sounds 
and beeps. These can be executed easily 
with a simple command, and are non-
blocking which enables user code to be 
executed while audio is playing. 
 
 
The micro-SD card slot on the module provides the user with expandable memory space suitable for 




This microOLED module can be programmed in its native 4DGL language (similar to C), using the 
Workshop 4 IDE Software tool suite. It can also be configured very easily as a serial slave device, for use 
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The μOLED-128-G2 is an impressive OLED display 
module in the 4D Systems microOLED graphics 
display range. Featuring a 1.5” 128x128 resolution 
display, it is the ideal size for attractive embedded 
display applications.  
 
Driving the module and its peripherals is the 
GOLDELOX processor, a very capable chip which 
provides impressive graphics power, programmed 
with 4D Systems Workshop IDE Software. 4D 
Systems Workshop enables graphic solutions to be 
constructed rapidly and with ease due to its design 
being solely for 4D’s graphics controllers.  
 
The μOLED-128-G2 has a modest but 
comprehensive range of features suited for an 
application requiring a bright eye catching display, 
an analog input, Dallas 1-wire sensor capability, 
audio generation, or simply digital I/O. This is truly 
























• Low-cost 1.5” OLED display graphics user 
interface solution. 
• 128 x 128 resolution, RGB 65K true to life 
colours, PMOLED Screen. 
• No back lighting with near 180° viewing angle. 
• Easy 10 pin interface to any host device: 
3.3Vout, IO2, GND, IO1, RESET, GND, RX, TX, 
+5V, 5V OUT 
• Powered by the 4D-Labs GOLDELOX processor 
(also available as separate OEM IC) 
• 10KB of flash memory for user code storage and 
510 bytes of RAM for user variables (255 x 16bit 
vars). 
• Asynchronous hardware serial UART port with 
auto-baud, TTL interface, with 300 to 600K 
baud. 
• 2 x General Purpose I/O pins.  
IO1 supports: 
• Digital I/O 
• A/D Converter with 8/10 bit resolution 
• Complex sound generation 
• Dedicated RTTTL tune engine 
• Multi-Switch Joystick, Buttons 
• Dallas 1-Wire  
IO2 supports:  
• Digital I/O 
• Complex sound generation 
• Dedicated RTTTL tune engine 
• Dallas 1-Wire 
• On-board micro-SD memory card adaptor for 
multimedia storage and data logging purposes. 
HC memory card support is also available for 
cards larger than 4GB. 
• Built in extensive 4DGL graphics and system 
library functions.  
• Display full colour images, animations, icons and 
video clips (no audio support for video). 
• Supports all available Windows fonts and 
characters (imported as external fonts). 
• 4.0V to 5.5V range operation (single supply), 
nominal 5.0V. 
• Module dimensions: 45.5 x 36.0 x 13.7mm 
(including mounting tabs and header pins).  
• Weight ~ 11g. 
• Display Viewing Area: 27.0 x 27.0mm 
• RoHS Compliant. 
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Pin Symbol I/O Description 
1 +5V P Main Voltage Supply +ve input pin. Reverse polarity protected. Range is 4.0V to 5.5V, nominal 5.0V. 
2 5V OUT P 5V OUT provides approximately 4.7 V through a protection diode. 
3 TX O 
Asynchronous Serial Transmit pin. Output data is at TTL voltage levels. Connect 
this pin to external device Serial Receive (Rx) signal. This pin is tolerant up to 5.0V 
levels. 
4 IO2 I/O General purpose IO2 pin. See section 2.2 for more detail. 
5 RX I Asynchronous Serial Receive pin. Connect this pin to external device Serial Transmit (Tx) signal. This pin is tolerant up to 5.0V levels. 
6 IO1 I/O General purpose IO1 pin. See section 2.2 for more detail. 
7 GND P Supply Ground. 
8 GND P Supply Ground. 
9 RESET I 
Master Reset signal. Internally pulled up to 3.3V via a 4.7K resistor. An active Low 
pulse greater than 2.0μs will reset the module. If the module needs to be reset 
externally, only use open collector type circuits. This pin is not driven low by any 
internal conditions. The host should control this pin via one of its port pins using 
an open collector/drain arrangement. 
10 3.3V P Regulated 3.3 Volts output, maximum available current 50mA to power external circuitry. 
 
I = Input, O = Output, P = Power  
 
      (2)       (4)      (6)       (8)      (10) 
5V OUT   IO2     IO1    GND    3.3V 
+5V      TX       RX      GND     RES 
(1)        (3)      (5)        (7)       (9) 
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4. Hardware Interface - Pins 
 
The μOLED-128-G2 provides both a hardware and 
software interface. This section describes in detail 
the hardware interface pins of the device. 
 
 Serial Ports - COM0 UART 4.1.
 
The μOLED-128-G2 has a dedicated hardware 
UART that can communicate with external serial 
devices. 
 
The primary features are: 
• Full-Duplex 8 bit data transmission and reception 
through the TX and RX pins. 
• Data format: 8 bits, No Parity, 1 Stop bit. 
• Auto Baud feature. 
• Baud rates from 300 baud up to 600K baud. 
 
The Serial port is also the primary interface for 
downloading compiled 4DGL application code as 
well as future PmmC/Firmware updates for the on-
board GOLDELOX processor. Refer to Section 5. 
PmmC/Firmware Programming for more details. 
 
TX pin 3 (Serial Transmit):  
Asynchronous Serial port Transmit pin, TX. The 
serial output data is at TTL voltage levels. Connect 
this pin to external serial device Rx signal. 
 
RX pin 5 (Serial Receive):  
Asynchronous Serial port Receive pin, RX. Connect 
this pin to external serial device Transmit Tx signal. 
 
 General Purpose I/O 4.2.
 
There are 2 GPIO pins available, IO1 and IO2. Each 
GPIO has a multitude of high level functions 
associated with it and these can be selected within 
4DGL user application code. 
 
Refer to the separate document titled 
“GOLDELOX-4DGL-Internal-Functions.pdf” for a 
complete set of built in 4DGL library functions. 
 
IO1 pin 6 (General Purpose IO1): 
General purpose IO1 pin. The following table lists 
the available GPIO functions and features. 
 
IO2 pin 4 (General Purpose IO2): 
General purpose IO2 pin. The following table lists 
the available GPIO functions and features. 
 
Note: GPIO pins are 5.0V tolerant. 
 
GPIO Functions and Features 
Function IO1 IO2 
Digital Input √ √ 
Digital Output √ √ 
A/D Converter 8/10 bits √ -- 
Joystick – 5 position multi-switch √ -- 
Dallas 1-Wire support √ √ 
Sound Generation, RTTTL Tunes √ √ 
 
Input/Output: 
Both IO1 and IO2 pins can be programmed to be 
Inputs or Outputs. Diagram below shows a LED 
connected to IO1 (programmed as an output) and 






Analogue to Digital Converter: 
The IO1 pin can be programmed as an A/D input. 
Option is available to select 8 bit or 10 bit 
resolution. Diagram below is a circuit of a Light 
Dependant Resistor (LDR) connected to IO1 to 




Joystick - Multi Switch: 
Multiple buttons or a multi-switch Joystick can be 
connected to the IO1 pin on the μOLED-128-G2 
module. Up to five buttons or a 5 position multi-
switch joystick connects to a junction of a resistor 
ladder network that forms a voltage divider. The 
A/D converter of the IO1 pin internally reads the 
analogue value and decodes it accordingly. This 
feature is supported by dedicated 4DGL library 
functions. The following diagrams indicate how to 
connect up to five individual buttons or a multi 
switch joystick to the IO1 pin. 
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Unused buttons do not need resistors to be 
connected to the circuit. Table below lists the 








1 SW1 22K 
2 SW2 10K 
3 SW3 4.7K 
4 SW4 2.2K 
5 SW5 1.2K 
 
Dallas 1-Wire: 
The Dallas 1-Wire protocol is a form of serial 
communications designed to operate over a single 
data line plus ground reference. Multiple 1 Wire 
devices can be attached to the same shared data 
line to network many devices. One wire device 
support is available on both the IO1 and the IO2 
pins on the μOLED-128-G2 module.  
 
The following diagram depicts a typical 1-Wire 
temperature sensor interface. 
 
Sound Output: 
The μOLED-128-G2 module is capable of 
generating complex sounds and RTTTL tunes from 
its IO1 and IO2 pins. A simple speaker circuit as 




 System Pins 4.3.
 
+5V (Module Voltage Input)  
Pin 1: 
Module supply voltage input pin. This pin must be 
connected to a regulated supply voltage in the 
range of 4.0 Volts to 5.5 Volts DC. Nominal 
operating voltage is 5.0 Volts. 
 
5V Out (~4.7V)  
Pin 2: 
External circuitry that requires approximately 5V 
supply can be powered up via this pin. Maximum 
available current is 50mA. 
 
GND (Module Ground) 
Pins 7, 8: 
Device ground pins. These pins must be connected 
to ground. 
 
RESET (Module Master Reset)  
Pin 9: 
Module Master Reset pin. An active low pulse of 
greater than 2 micro-seconds will reset the 
module. Internally pulled up to 3.3V via a 4.7K 
resistor. Only use open collector type circuits to 
reset the device if an external reset is required. 
 
3.3Vout (3.3V Regulated Output) 
Pin 10: 
External circuitry that requires a regulated 3.3V 
supply can be powered up via this pin. Maximum 
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5. PmmC/Firmware Programming 
 
The GOLDELOX processor on the μOLED-128-G2 
module can be re-programmed with the latest 
PmmC configuration for updates and future 
proofing. The chip-level configuration is available 
as a PmmC (Personality-module-micro-Code) file 
and the programming must be performed over the 
serial interface. The chip-resident internal 4DGL 
functions are part of the GOLDELOX PmmC 
configuration file so please check regularly for the 
latest updates and enhancements.  
 
It is recommended that the μOLED-128-G2 display 
module be socketed on the application board so 
that it can be easily removed for PmmC 
programming.  
 
The PmmC file is programmed into the device with 
the aid of Workshop 4, the 4D Systems IDE 
software (See Section 10). To provide a link 
between the PC and the ICSP interface, a specific 
4D Programming Cable is required and is available 
from 4D Systems.  
 
Using a non-4D programming interface could 


















6. Module Features 
 
The μOLED-128-G2 module is designed to 
accommodate most applications. Some of the 
main features of the module are listed below. 
 
 Display – 1.5” PMOLED  6.1.
 
The μOLED-128-G2 is equipped with a full colour 
PMOLED screen. Some of the features of the 
screen are: 
 
•  Screen Size: 1.5”diagonal 
•  128 x 128 Resolution PMOLED Display 
•  Screen Dimensions: 33.5 x 33.5mm. 
•  Viewing Area: 27 x 27mm 
•  65K true to life colours 
•  Brightness: 100 cd/m2 
•  Contrast Ratio: 5000:1 
•  Viewing Angle: > 160 degrees 
•  No Back lighting 
 
Note: The Displays used are the highest rated 
‘Grade A’ Displays, which allow for 0-4 defective 
pixels. A defective pixel could be solid Black 
(Dead), White, Red, Green or Blue. 
 
 GOLDELOX Processor 6.2.
 
The module is designed around the GOLDELOX 




The GOLDELOX is a custom embedded graphics 
processor designed to interface with many popular 
OLED and LCD display panels. Powerful graphics, 
text, image, animation and countless more 
features are built right inside the chip. It offers a 
simple plug-n-play interface to many 8bit 80-Series 
colour LCD and OLED displays.  
 
The chip is designed to work with minimal design 
effort and all of the data and control signals are 
provided by the chip to interface directly to the 
display. Simply choose your display and interface it 
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to the GOLDELOX on your application board. This 
offers enormous advantage to the designer in 
development time and cost saving and takes away 
all of the burden of low level design.  
 




 SD/SDHC Memory Cards 6.3.
 
The module supports micro-SD memory cards via 
the on-board micro-SD 
connector. The memory 
card is used for all 
multimedia file retrieval 
such as images, 
animations and movie 
clips. The memory card 
can also be used as general purpose storage for 
data logging applications. Support is available for 
off the shelf micro-SD and high capacity HC 















7. OLED Screen Precautions 
 
• Avoid having a White Background. The more 
pixels that are lit up, the more the display module 
will consume current. A full white screen will have 
the highest power consumption. 
 
• Avoid displaying objects or text on White 
Backgrounds. This will cause a smearing effect 
which is inherent to all PMOLED displays. Instead 
try a shaded mixed colour as the background or 
better still a black background. Ideally have mixed 
coloured objects/text/icons on a black 
background. 
 
• Avoid having to display the same image/object 
on the screen for lengthy periods of time. This will 
cause a burn-in which is a common problem with 
all types of display technologies. Blank the screen 
after a while or dim it very low by adjusting the 
contrast. Better still; implement a screen saver 
feature. 
 
• The display can be easily scratched. The soft 
polarisation film on the glass surface may be 
damaged if rubbed by hard objects. Handle with 
care to avoid scratching the display. 
 
• Moisture and water can damage the display. 
Moisture on the surface of a powered display will 
cause the electrodes to corrode. Wipe off any 
moisture gently or let the display dry before usage. 
 
• Dirt from fingerprint oil and fat can easily stain 
the surface of the display. Gently wipe off any 
stains with a soft lint-free cloth. 
 
• The performance of the display will degrade 
under high temperature and humidity. Avoid such 
conditions when storing. 
 
• Displays are susceptible to mechanical shock and 
any force exerted on the module may result in 
deformed zebra strips and cracks. 
 
• Always use the mounting holes on the module's 
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8. Hardware Tools 
 
The following hardware tools are required for full 
control of the μOLED-128-G2 module. 
 
 4D Programming Cable  8.1.
 
The 4D Programming Cable is an essential 
hardware tool to program, customise and test the 
μOLED-128-G2 module.  
 
The 4D Programming Cable is used to program a 
new Firmware/PmmC and downloading compiled 
4DGL code into the module. It even serves as an 
interface for communicating serial data to the PC. 
 





 Development Hardware 8.2.
 
4D Systems has designed a development board 
compatible with the μOLED-128-G2, enabling easy 
prototyping to take place and to experiment with 




This development board is called the 4DevBoard, 
and is available from the 4D Systems website 
store, or from 4D Systems distributors. 
 
 
9. 4DGL - Software Language 
 
The heart of the μOLED-128-G2 module is the 
GOLDELOX graphics processor from 4D Labs. The 
GOLDELOX belongs to a family of processors 
powered by a highly optimised soft core virtual 
engine, EVE (Extensible Virtual Engine). 
 
EVE is a proprietary, high performance virtual-
machine with an extensive byte-code instruction 
set optimised to execute compiled 4DGL 
programs. 4DGL (4D Graphics Language) was 
specifically developed from ground up for the EVE 
engine core. It is a high level language which is 
easy to learn and simple to understand yet 
powerful enough to tackle many embedded 
graphics applications. 
 
4DGL is a graphics oriented language allowing 
rapid application development, and the syntax 
structure was designed using elements of popular 
languages such as C, Basic, Pascal and others.  
 
Programmers familiar with these languages will 
feel right at home with 4DGL. It includes many 
familiar instructions such as IF..ELSE..ENDIF, 
WHILE..WEND, REPEAT..UNTIL, GOSUB..ENDSUB, 
GOTO, PRINT as well as some specialised 
instructions SERIN, SEROUT, GFX_LINE, 
GFX_CIRCLE and many more.  
 
For detailed information pertaining to the 4DGL 
language, please refer to the following documents: 
“4DGL-Programmers-Reference-Manual.pdf”   
“GOLDELOX-4DGL-Internal-Functions.pdf” 
 
To assist with the development of 4DGL 
applications, the Workshop 4 IDE combines a full-
featured editor, a compiler, a linker and a down-
loader into a single PC-based application. It's all 
you need to code, test and run your applications.  
 
4DGL is available to be written in two of the three 
environments offered by the Workshop 4 IDE, 
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10. 4D Systems - Workshop 4 IDE 
 
Workshop 4 is a comprehensive software IDE that 
provides an integrated software development 
platform for all of the 4D family of processors and 
modules. The IDE combines the Editor, Compiler, 
Linker and Downloader to develop complete 4DGL 
application code. All user application code is 
developed within the Workshop 4 IDE. 
 
The Workshop 4 IDE supports multiple 
development environments for the user, to cater 
for different user requirements and skill level. 
 
• The Designer environment enables the user to 
write 4DGL code in its natural form to 
program the μOLED-128-G2.  
• A visual programming experience, suitably 
called ViSi, enables drag-and-drop type 
placement of objects to assist with 4DGL code 
generation and allows the user to visualise 
how the display will look while being 
developed.  
• A Serial environment is also provided to 
transform the μOLED-128-G2 into a slave 
serial module, allowing the user to control the 
display from any host microcontroller or 
device with a serial port. 
 
The Workshop 4 IDE is available from the 4D 
Systems website. www.4dsystems.com.au 
 
For a comprehensive manual on the Workshop 4 
IDE Software, refer to its documentation from the 





















 Workshop 4 – Designer Environment 10.1.
 
Choose the Designer environment to write 4DGL 
code in its raw form. 
 
The Designer environment provides the user with 
a simple yet effective programming environment 
where pure 4DGL code can be written, compiled 




 Workshop 4 – ViSi Environment 10.2.
 
ViSi was designed to make the creation of 
graphical displays a more visual experience. 
 
ViSi is a great software tool that allows the user to 
see the instant results of their desired graphical 
layout. Additionally, there is a selection of inbuilt 
dials, gauges and meters that can simply be placed 
onto the simulated module display. From here 
each object can have its properties edited, and at 
the click of a button all relevant 4DGL code 
associated with that object is produced in the user 
program. The user can then write 4DGL code 
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 Workshop 4 – Serial Environment 10.3.
 
The Serial environment in the Workshop 4 IDE 
provides the user the ability to transform the 
μOLED-128-G2 into a slave serial graphics 
controller.  
 
This enables the user to use their favourite 
microcontroller or serial device as the Host, 
without having to learn 4DGL or program in a 
separate IDE. Once the module is configured and 
downloaded to from the Serial Environment, 
simple graphic commands can be sent from the 
users host microcontroller to display primitives, 
images, sound or even video. 
 
Refer to the Serial Environment section in the 
Workshop 4 user manual, for a complete listing of 
all the supported serial commands 
“Workshop-4-IDE-User-Manual.pdf” 
 
By default, each module shipped from the 4D 
Systems factory will come pre-programmed ready 
for use in the Serial mode. 
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12. Schematic Diagram 
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13. Specifications and Ratings 
 
 
ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Operating ambient temperature ...................................................................................................   -35°C to +75°C 
Storage temperature ..........................................................................................................................  -40°C +80°C 
Voltage on any digital input pin with respect to GND ....................................................................... -0.3V to 6.0V 
Voltage on SWITCH pin with respect to GND ...................................................................................   -0.3V to 6.0V 
Voltage on VCC with respect to GND ................................................................................................. -0.3V to 6.0V 
Maximum current out of GND pin .............................................................................................................. 300mA 
Maximum current into VCC pin .................................................................................................................. 250mA 
Maximum output current sunk/sourced by any pin ....................................................................................... 4mA 
Total power dissipation .................................................................................................................................. 1.0W 
NOTE: Stresses above those listed here may cause permanent damage to the device. This is a stress rating only 
and functional operation of the device at those or any other conditions above those indicated in the 
recommended operation listings of this specification is not implied. Exposure to maximum rating conditions 
for extended periods may affect device reliability. 
 
RECOMMENDED OPERATING CONDITIONS 
Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Units 
Supply Voltage (VCC)  4.0 5.0 5.5 V 
Operating Temperature  -30 -- +70 °C 
Input Low Voltage (VIL) RX Pin GND -- 0.8 V 
Input High Voltage (VIH) RX Pin 2.0 3.3 5.0 V 
Reset Pulse External Open Collector 2.0 -- -- µs 
Operational Delay Power-Up or External Reset 1000 -- -- ms 
 
GLOBAL CHARACTERISTICS BASED ON OPERATING CONDITIONS 
Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Units 
Supply Current (ICC) VCC = 5.0V 14 40 120 mA 
Low Power Current (ICC) VCC = 5.0V, Contrast = 0 300 500 -- µA 
Output Low Voltage 
(VOL) TX, IO1, IO2, IOL = 3.4mA -- -- 0.4 V 
Output High Voltage 
(VOH) TX, IO1, IO2, IOL = -2.0mA 2.4 -- 3.3 V 
A/D Converter 
Resolution IO1 Pin -- 8 10 bits 
Capacitive Loading All pins -- -- 50 pF 
Flash Memory 
Endurance PmmC/4DGL Programming -- 1000 -- E/W 
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(mA) Display Usage 
High Contrast   
15 13.5 All pixels OFF (Black screen) 
15 40.0 Screen has mix text and graphics (Typical usage) 
15 115.0 All pixels ON (White screen) 
Medium Contrast   
8 13.5 All pixels OFF (Black screen) 
8 32.0 Screen has mix text and graphics (Typical usage) 
8 110.0 All pixels ON (White screen) 
Low Contrast   
0 13.5 All pixels OFF (Black screen) 
0 18.0 Screen has mix text and graphics (Typical usage) 
0 41.0 All pixels ON (White screen) 




Parameter Condition Min Typ Max Units 
Luminance (L) VCC = 5.0V 70 100 -- cd/m² 
Viewing Angle (VA) VCC = 5.0V 160 -- -- degree 
Contrast Ratio (CR) VCC = 5.0V 2000:1 5000:1 -- -- 
Operational Lifetime (LT) 
50% checker board 
pattern. 90 cd/m². 
End of lifetime is 
50% initial intensity. 
10000 15000 -- hours 




Order Code: μOLED-128-G2 
Package: 65mm x 50mm x 30mm 
Packaging: Module sealed in antistatic foam padded 4D Systems Box 
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14. Legal Notice 
 
Proprietary Information 
The information contained in this document is the property of 4D Systems Pty. Ltd. and may be the subject of 
patents pending or granted, and must not be copied or disclosed without prior written permission.  
4D Systems endeavours to ensure that the information in this document is correct and fairly stated but does 
not accept liability for any error or omission. The development of 4D Systems products and services is 
continuous and published information may not be up to date. It is important to check the current position with 
4D Systems. 4D Systems reserves the right to modify, update or makes changes to Specifications or written 
material without prior notice at any time. 
All trademarks belong to their respective owners and are recognised and acknowledged. 
 
Disclaimer of Warranties & Limitation of Liability 
4D Systems makes no warranty, either expressed or implied with respect to any product, and specifically 
disclaims all other warranties, including, without limitation, warranties for merchantability, non-infringement 
and fitness for any particular purpose. 
Information contained in this publication regarding device applications and the like is provided only for your 
convenience and may be superseded by updates. It is your responsibility to ensure that your application meets 
with your specifications. 
Images and graphics used throughout this document are for illustrative purposes only. All images and graphics 
used are possible to be displayed on the 4D Systems range of products, however the quality may vary. 
In no event shall 4D Systems be liable to the buyer or to any third party for any indirect, incidental, special, 
consequential, punitive or exemplary damages (including without limitation lost profits, lost savings, or loss of 
business opportunity) arising out of or relating to any product or service provided or to be provided by 4D 
Systems, or the use or inability to use the same, even if 4D Systems has been advised of the possibility of such 
damages. 
4D Systems products are not fault tolerant nor designed, manufactured or intended for use or resale as on line 
control equipment in hazardous environments requiring fail – safe performance, such as in the operation of 
nuclear facilities, aircraft navigation or communication systems, air traffic control, direct life support machines 
or weapons systems in which the failure of the product could lead directly to death, personal injury or severe 
physical or environmental damage (‘High Risk Activities’).     4D Systems and its suppliers specifically disclaim 
any expressed or implied warranty of fitness for High Risk Activities. 
Use of 4D Systems’ products and devices in 'High Risk Activities' and in any other application is entirely at the 
buyer’s risk, and the buyer agrees to defend, indemnify and hold harmless 4D Systems from any and all 
damages, claims, suits, or expenses resulting from such use. No licenses are conveyed, implicitly or otherwise, 




15. Contact Information 
 
For Technical Support: support@4dsystems.com.au 




















TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION  
Fastrax UP501 GPS Receiver 
 
This document describes the electrical connectivity and 
main functionality of the Fastrax UP501 hardware. 
October 29, 2010 
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TRADEMARKS 
Fastrax is a registered trademark of Fastrax Ltd. 
All other trademarks are trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective holders.  
 
COPYRIGHT 















This document is compiled and kept up-to-date as conscientiously as possible. Fastrax 
Ltd. cannot, however, guarantee that the data are free of errors, accurate or complete and, 
therefore, assumes no liability for loss or damage of any kind incurred directly or indirectly 
through the use of this document. The information in this document is subject to change 
without notice and describes only generally the product defined in the introduction of this 
documentation. Fastrax products are not authorized for use in life-support or safety-critical 
applications. Use in such applications is done at the sole discretion of the customer. 
Fastrax will not warrant the use of its devices in such applications.  
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Rev. Notes Date 
1.0 First Release 2010-05-11 
1.1 Added chapter on UP500 vs. UP501, added 
UP501H, IO voltage specification clarified, tray 
dimensions added in chapter 7. Table 2 
updated. Table 4 updated. 
2010-07-01 
1.2 VDD_B mandatory connection clarified in 4.2. 
UP501D is now standard product, UP501R is 
custom product, UP501U removed (Table 5). 
2010-10-29 
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COMPLEMENTARY READING 
The following Fastrax reference documents are complementary 
reading for this document.  
Ref. # Document name 
1 Fastrax UP500 GPS Receiver – Technical 
Description 
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1. GENERAL DESCRIPTION 
The Fastrax UP501 is a GPS receiver module with embedded 
antenna and tiny form factor 22.0 x 22.0mm x 8mm. The size, 
mechanics and interface connectivity is an exact match with the 
Fastrax UP500 [1]. Therefore, customers may replace UP500 with 
UP501 to gain improved performance with minimal design effort.  
The Fastrax UP501 receiver provides very fast TTFF together with 
market leading weak signal acquisition and tracking sensitivity figures. 
The Fastrax UP501 module supports enhanced navigation accuracy 
by utilizing WAAS/EGNOS corrections, which may be enabled via 
NMEA command [2]. The Fastrax UP501 can also utilize 14-days 
predicted ephemeris data in AGPS applications. 
The Fastrax UP501 module provides complete signal processing from 
internal antenna to serial data output in NMEA messages. The 
module requires a power supply VDD and a backup supply VDD_B 
voltage for non-volatile RTC & RAM blocks. There is a variant of the 
module available with on-board backup battery, which will eliminate 
the need for external backup voltage source. PPS signal output is 
available for accurate timing applications. 
The Fastrax UP501 module interfaces to the customer’s application 
via one serial port, which uses CMOS voltage levels. If RS232 signal 
levels are required, there is a variant of Fastrax UP501 available with 
on-board CMOS-to-RS232 level converter.  
There is also a Dual-SAW filter version of the UP501 available. This 
module variant is named as Fastrax UP501D. The Dual-SAW filter is 
targeted for telematic applications where a radio transmitter is placed 
close to the GPS receiver. The dual filter design will provide higher 
attenuation outside of the GPS band and it helps to reduce the risk of 
EMC issues that are sometimes present when high-gain systems 
(GPS receiver) that are in strong signal field (radio transmitter). 
For complete electrical compatibility with UP500, there is a high-
voltage variant UP501H with 5.5V tolerant VDD supply.  
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1.1 Default firmware configuration 
Fastrax UP501 default firmware configuration: 
1. Port 0: NMEA 9600 baud 
2. NMEA output: GGA, RMC, GSV, GSA (all 1 sec interval) 
3. DGPS/SBAS: Disabled (Module supports WAAS/EGNOS) 
4. Datum: WGS84 
 
1.2 UP500 vs. UP501 
The table below will identify the differences between UP500 and 
UP501. This information is useful for customers who already have 
products with UP500 and would like to upgrade to UP501. 
Table 1. UP500 vs. UP501. 
Item UP500 UP501 Note 
VDD Range  +3.0V…+5.5V +3.0V…+4.2V UP501H is up to +5.5V 
SBAS default status Enabled Disabled Enable/disable with 
NMEA command. 
Max. fix rate 5Hz 10Hz Configurable via NMEA. 
Navigation 
sensitivity 
-158dBm -165dBm  
Cold start sensitivity -146dBm -148dBm  
Power consumption 90mW@3.0V 75mW@3.0V Typical in navigation. 
















Table 2 General Specifications for UP501. 
Receiver GPS L1 C/A-code, SPS 
Channels 66 acquisition and 22 tracking  
Update rate 1 Hz default (fix rate configurable up to 10Hz) 
Acquisition Sensitivity (Cold start) -148 dBm (1) 
Re-acquisition Sensitivity -158 dBm (1) 
Navigation Sensitivity -165 dBm (1) 
Supply voltage, VDD +3.0 V…+4.2 V (+3.0V…+5.5V for UP501H) 
Back up supply voltage, VDD_B +2.0 V…+4.2 V (+2.0V…+5.5V for UP501H) 
Power consumption, VDD 75 mW typical @ 3.0 V (2)  
(Typ. 115mW@3.0V in satellite search phase) 
Power consumption, VDD_B 15 uW typical @ 3.0 V (during battery backup 
state).  
Operating temperature range -40 ºC…+85 ºC (4) 
Serial port protocol  Port 0: NMEA 
Serial data format 8 bits, no parity, 1 stop bit 
Serial data speed (default) NMEA: 9600 baud  
CMOS I/O signal levels (3) VIL: -0.3V…0.8V, VIH: 2.0V…3.6V,  
VOL:-0.3V…0.4V, VOH: 2.4V…3.2V  
I/O sink/source capability  +/- 2 mA max. 
PPS output +/- 50 ns (RMS) accuracy  
Note (1): measured by conducted measurement from GPS simulator. 
Note (2): Navigation with good signals, max. 12 satellites in view. 
Note (3): Fastrax UP501R UART signals are RS232 compatible. 
Note (4): UP501 backup battery operating range is -10 ºC…+60 ºC. 
 2010-10-29 
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2.2 Absolute maximum ratings 
Table 3 Absolute maximum ratings 
Item Min Max unit 
Operating temperature  -40 +85 ºC 
Storage temperature -40 +85 ºC 
Power dissipation - 500 mW 
Supply voltage, VDD  -0.3 +4.3 (1) V 
Supply voltage, VDD_B -0.3 +4.3 (1) V 
Input voltage on any input connection -0.3 +3.6 V 
RF input level - +15 dBm 
 
(1) UP501H module variant is 5.5V tolerant on VDD and VDD_B. 
Contact Fastrax sales for details on availability and Lead Time for 
UP501H. 
 2010-10-29 
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3. OPERATION 
3.1 Operating modes  
After power up the receiver boots from the internal flash memory for 
normal operation. Modes of operation: 
 Tracking/navigating mode 
 Low power tracking/navigating mode 
 Backup mode 
 
3.1.1 Tracking/Navigating mode 
In tracking/navigating mode the Fastrax UP501 receiver module will 
search for additional satellites and collects almanac data. Once the 
receiver has collected almanac data (this takes about 12 minutes from 
Cold Start), it will enter Low Power Tracking mode. The VDD power 
consumption in table 1 is measured in Low Power 
Tracking/Navigating mode. 
3.1.2 Low Power Tracking/Navigating mode 
In Low power tracking/navigating mode the receiver continues normal 
navigation but does not collect further Almanacs data. Therefore the 
current consumption is reduced to level of <75 mW (<85 mW for 
UP501R with default UART baud rate).  
3.1.3 Backup mode 
When the operating voltage VDD is removed from the Fastrax UP501, 
the module enters Backup mode. In this mode, the module is keeping 
time by the RTC oscillator. Also, satellite ephemeris data is stored in 
battery backup RAM in order to get fast TTFF when VDD is connected 
again. Any user configuration settings are also valid as long as the 
backup supply VDD_B is active. When the VDD_B is powered off, the 
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4. CONNECTIVITY 
4.1 Connection assignments 
The I/O connections are available on the 6-pin, 2.54mm pitch pin-
header pads. 
Table 4 Connections 
Contact Signal name I/O Signal description 
1 RXD I UART Port 0 async. input. 
Internal pull high resistor 75kΩ. 
2 TXD O UART Port 0 async. output. 
3 GND - Ground 
4 VDD I Main power supply 
5 VDD_B  I Backup supply 





Figure 1. Pin numbering in the Fastrax UP501 module. 
4.2 Power supply 
The Fastrax UP501 module (including all variants, except UP501B) 
requires two separate power supplies: VDD_B for non-volatile back 
 2010-10-29 
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up block and the VDD for digital parts and I/O. VDD can be switched 
off when navigation is not needed but if possible keep the backup 
supply VDD_B active all the time in order to keep the non-volatile 
RTC & RAM active for fastest possible TTFF. VDD_B has to be 
connected always when VDD is connected. 
Backup supply VDD_B draws typically 5 uA current in back up state. 
During navigation (while VDD is active) VDD_B current may peak up 
to 100 uA, while staying at <30 uA average level. 
On-board backup battery is available as an assembly option 
(UP501B). In this case the backup supply (VDD_B) should be left 
open and the module handles the backup state power supply 
automatically. The backup battery is charged when VDD supply is 
connected. A fully charged internal back-up battery is able to keep the 
UP501B in back-up state for 4hours (typical at room temperature). 
Main power supply VDD current varies according to the processor 
load and satellite acquisition. Typically VDD peak current is up to 
40mA during Search mode. In Low Power Tracking mode the average 
VDD current is typically below 25 mA for the Fastrax UP501 and 
UP501B modules, and below 28 mA for Fastrax UP501R module with 
default baud rate of 9600 baud. 
4.3 Reset 
Reset can be initiated by switching off VDD supply for >150 ms.  
4.4 UART 
The device supports UART communication via Port 0 of the GPS IC. 
With the standard firmware the Port 0 is configured by default to 
NMEA protocol (9600 baud).  
I/O levels at the serial ports are CMOS compatible (see table 1). On-
board RS232 level converter is available with the Fastrax UP501R 
module.  
4.5 PPS 
The pulse-per-second (PPS) output provides an output for timing 
purposes. There is a 100ms pulse once per second synchronized to 
UTC second at rising edge when the receiver has a valid 3D position 
fix available. 
 2010-10-29 
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4.6 Mechanical dimensions and contact numbering 
Module size is 22.0 mm (width) x 22.0 mm (length) x 8 mm 
(thickness). General tolerance is 0.3 mm. Detailed mechanical 
drawing is presented in figure 2. Mechanically the UP501 is fully 
compatible with the UP500 module. 
 2010-10-29 
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 Figure 2. Mechanics drawing of the Fastrax UP501 module. 
 2010-10-29 
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5. MODULE OPTIONS 
The Fastrax UP501 module is available in three different HW-
configurations. This makes it possible for a customer to select optimal 
solution for different applications depending on required functionality 
and/or price target.  
The following table will summarize the differences in the Fastrax 
UP501 module options. 


























UP501 CMOS NO 3.0V - 4.2V Standard module, lowest price. CMOS level 
UART. 
UP501B CMOS YES 3.0V - 4.2V On-board backup battery, simplifies host power 
management. CMOS level UART. 














 UP501R RS232 YES 3.0V - 4.2V Easy connectivity to RS232 level UART 
systems. On-board backup battery. 
UP501H CMOS NO 3.0V - 5.5V Extended VDD range. Eliminates need for 
external GPS voltage regulator in 5V systems. 
 
Fastrax UP501 is available as a standard product with normal lead 
time. Fastrax UP501B and UP501D are also available as standard 
products but lead times may be longer than with UP501.  
Minimum order quantity (MOQ) is applied on UP501R and UP501H as 
these modules are not offered as standard products. Please contact 
Fastrax sales for details on availability. 
 2010-10-29 
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6. PCB MOUNTING 
The Fastrax UP501 can be mounted on a customer PCB 
(“motherboard” in the instructions below) by using standard 2.54mm 
pitch 1x6 pin header (for example Samtec TLW-106-06-G-S). Two 
dummy pads are used to solder the module metal shield on the 
motherboard. Reference pad layout is shown in figure 3. 
 
Figure 3. Pad layout of mounting side for UP501 module. 
 
There are some rules that needs to be followed in order to maintain 
good performance for the on-board patch antenna of the UP501: 
- Solder the pin header to the module in such way that the pins 
are as short as possible on the antenna side of the UP501 module 
(see figure 4). 
 2010-10-29 
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- Place any active circuitry (processors, memory busses, switching 
regulators, etc.) on the motherboard as far away as possible from 
the UP501 module. 
- Design a solid VDD source for the UP501 module (VDD supply 
voltage ripple should be <50 mVp-p). 
- If UP501B is used and there is no need for the PPS signal, a 4-
pin header (for example Samtec TLW-104-06-G-S) can be used to 
contact pins #1 through #4. However, the 6-pin header is 
recommended since it is mechanically more robust. In this case 
pins #5 and #6 may be left floating on the motherboard. 
 
Figure 4. Side view of the pin header assembly for the UP501 module. 
 2010-10-29 
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7. TRAY DIMENSIONS 
UP501 is delivered on trays of 100 pcs. The tray dimensions are 
presented below. 
 
Figure 5. UP501 tray dimensions (in mm).
 2010-10-29 
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Class 2 Bluetooth® Module 
                          
  
Features 
 Fully qualified Bluetooth 2.1/2.0/1.2/1.1 
module 
 Bluetooth v2.0+EDR support 
 Available with on board chip antenna (RN-
42) and without antenna (RN-42-N) 
 Postage stamp sized form factor, 13.4mm x 
25.8 mm x 2mm (RN-42) and 13.4mm x 20 
mm x 2 mm (RN-42-N) 
 Low power (26uA sleep, 3mA connected, 
30mA transmit) 
 UART (SPP or HCI)   and USB (HCI only) 
data connection interfaces. 
 Sustained SPP data rates - 240Kbps (slave), 
300Kbps (master) 
 HCI data rates - 1.5Mbps sustained, 3.0Mbps 
burst in HCI mode 
 Embedded Bluetooth stack profiles included 
(requires no host stack): GAP, SDP, 
RFCOMM and L2CAP protocols, with SPP 
and DUN profile support. 
 Bluetooth SIG certified  
 Castellated SMT pads for easy and reliable 
PCB mounting 
 Certifications: FCC, ICS, CE 





 Cable replacement 
 Barcode scanners 
 Measurement and monitoring systems 
 Industrial sensors and controls 
 Medical devices 
 Barcode readers 
 Computer accessories 
Description 
The RN42 is a small form factor, low power, highly 
economic Bluetooth radio for OEM’s adding wireless 
capability to their products. The RN42 supports 
multiple interface protocols, is simple to design in and 
fully certified, making it a complete embedded 
Bluetooth solution. The RN 42 is functionally 
compatible with RN 41.  With its high performance on 
chip antenna and support for Bluetooth® Enhanced 
Data Rate (EDR), the RN42 delivers up to 3 Mbps 
data rate for distances to 20M.  The RN-42 also 
comes in a package with no antenna (RN-42-N). 
Useful when the application requires an external 
antenna, the RN-42-N is shorter in length and has RF 
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Overview 
 Baud rate speeds: 1200bps up to 921Kbps, non-standard baud rates can be programmed. 
 Class 2 radio, 60 feet (20meters) distance, 4dBm output transmitter, -80dBm typical receive sensitivity 
 Frequency 2402  ~ 2480MHz,  
 FHSS/GFSK modulation, 79 channels at 1MHz intervals 
 Secure communications, 128 bit encryption 
 Error correction for guaranteed packet delivery 
 UART local and over-the-air RF configuration 
 Auto-discovery/pairing requires no software configuration (instant cable replacement). 
 Auto-connect master, IO pin (DTR) and character based trigger modes 
 
 
Digital I/O Characteristics  
 
2.7V ≤ VDD ≤ 3.0V Min Typ. Max. Unit 
Input logic level LOW  -0.4 - +0.8 V 
Input logic level HIGH 0.7VDD - VDD+0.4 V 
Output logc level LOW - - 0.2 V 
Output logic level HIGH  VDD-0.2 - - V 














Relative Humidity (Operating) 90% 




Parameter Min Typ. Max. Unit 
Supply Voltage (DC) 3.0 3.3 3.6 V 
Average power consumption     
Radio ON* (Discovery or Inquiry 
window time) 
 40  mA 
Connected Idle (No Sniff)  25  mA 
Connected Idle (Sniff 100 milli secs)  12  mA 
Connected with data transfer 40 45 50 mA 
Deep Sleep Idle mode  26  uA 
 
* If in SLAVE mode there are bursts of radio ON time which vary with the windows. Depending on how you set 
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Sensitivity @ 0.1%BER 
2.402 - -80 -86 
≤ -70 
dBm 
2.441 - -80 -86 dBm 
2.480 - -80 -86 dBm 
RF Transmit Power 
2.402 0 2 4 
≤ 4 
dBm 
2.441 0 2 4 dBm 
2.480 0 2 4 dBm 
Initial Carrier Frequency 
Tolerance 
2.402 - 5 75 
75 
kHz 
2.441 - 5 75 kHz 
2.480 - 5 75 kHz 
20dB bandwidth for modulated 
carrier 
 - 900 1000 ≤ 1000 kHz 
Drift (Five slots packet)  - 15 - 40 kHz 
Drift Rate  - 13 - 20 kHz 
∆f1avg Max Modulation 
2.402 140 165 175 
>140 
kHz 
2.441 140 165 175 kHz 
2.480 140 165 175 kHz 
∆f2avg Min Modulation 
2.402 140 190 - 
115 
kHz 
2.441 140 190 - kHz 
2.480 140 190 - kHz 
 
Range Characteristics (Approximate range in office environment) 
Range RN-42  
After One Wall 55 feet 
After Two Walls 60 feet 
After Three Walls 36 feet 
 
The above readings are approximate and may vary depending upon the RF environment. Bluetooth hops in a 
pseudo-random fashion over the 79 frequencies in the ISM band to adapt to the interference. Data throughput 
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Pin Name Description Default Voltage  
1 GND   0V 
2 SPI MOSI Programming only No Connect 3V 
3 PIO6 Set BT master  (HIGH=auto-master mode) Input to RN42with weak pulldown 0V-3.3V 
4 PIO7 
Set Baud rate  (HIGH = force 9600,  LOW = 115K 
or firmware setting) Input to RN42 with weak pulldown 0V-3.3V 
5 RESET Active LOW reset  Input to RN42 with 1K pullup   
6 SPI_CLK Programming only No Connect  
7 PCM_CLK PCM interface No Connect  
8 PCM_SYNC PCM interface No Connect  
9 PCM_IN PCM interface No Connect  
10 PCM_OUT PCM interface No Connect  
11 VDD 3.3V regulated power input   
12 GND    
13 UART_RX UART  receive Input  Input to RN42 0V-3.3V 
14 UART_TX UART transmit output  High level output from RN42 0V-3.3V 
15 UART_RTS 
UART RTS, goes HIGH to disable host 
transmitter Low level output from RN42 0V-3.3V 
16 UART_CTS UART CTS,  if set HIGH,  disables transmitter Low level input to RN42 0V-3.3V 
17 USB_D+ USB port Pull up 1.5K when active 0V-3.3V 
18 USB_D- USB port  0V-3.3V 
19 PIO2 Status, HIGH when connected,  LOW otherwise Output from RN42 0V-3.3V 
20 PIO3 Auto discovery = HIGH Input to RN42 with weak pulldown 0V-3.3V 
21 PIO5 Status,  toggles based on state, LOW on connect Output from RN42 0V-3.3V 
22 PIO4 Set factory defaults Input to RN42 with weak pulldown 0V-3.3V 
23 SPI_CSB Programming only No Connect  
24 SPI_MISO Programming only No Connect  
25 GND GND for RN42-N   
26 RF Pad RF Pad for RN42-N   
27 GND GND for RN42-N   
30 AIO0 Optional analog input  Not Used  
31 PIO8 Status  (RF data rx/tx) Output from RN42 0V-3.3V 
32 PIO9 IO   Input to RN42 with weak pulldown 0V-3.3V 
33 PIO10 IO  (remote DTR signal) Input to RN42 with weak pulldown 0V-3.3V 
34 PIO11 IO  (remote RTS signal ) Input to RN42 with weak pulldown 0V-3.3V 
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Typical Application Circuit 
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RN-42 Module Dimensions 
 
 
NOTE: All dimensions are in mm 
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 Design Concerns 
 
1. Reset circuit.   RN-42 contains a weak pullup to VCC, the polarity of reset on the RN42 is ACTIVE LOW. 
A power on reset circuit with delay is OPTIONAL on the reset pin of the module.  It should only be required 
if the input power supply has a very slow ramp, or tends to bounce or have instability on power up.    Often 
a microcontroller or embedded CPU IO is available to generate reset once power is stable.   If not, there 
are many low cost power supervisor chips available, such as MCP809, MCP102/121, and Torex XC61F. 
 
2. Factory reset PIO4.   It is a good idea to connect this pin to a switch, or jumper, or resistor, so it can be 
accessed.   This pin can be used to reset the module to FACTORY DEFAULTS and is often critical in 
situations where the module has been mis-configured. To set Factory defaults start HIGH, then toggle two 
times. 
 
3. Connection status.  PIO5 is available to drive an LED, and blinks at various speeds to indicate status.   
PIO2 is an output which directly reflects the connection state, it goes HIGH when connected, and LOW 
otherwise. 
 
4. HCI mode.  The RN42 module must be loaded with special firmware to run in HCI mode.  When in HCI 
mode the standard SPP/DUN applications are disabled. 
 
5. Using SPI bus for flash upgrade.  While not required, this bus is very useful for configuring advanced 
parameters of the Bluetooth modules, and is required for upgrading the firmware on modules.  The 
suggested ref-design shows a 6pin header which can be implemented to gain access to this bus.  A 
minimum-mode version could just use the SPI signals (4pins) and pickup ground and VCC from elsewhere 
on the design. 
 
6. Minimizing Radio interference.   When laying out the carrier board for the RN42 module the areas under 
the antenna and shielding connections should not have surface traces, GND planes, or exposed vias. 
(See diagram to right)  For optimal radio performance the antenna end of RN42 module should protrude 
5mm past any metal enclosure.  
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7. Antenna Design.  The pattern from the rf_out terminal pad should be 
designed with 50ohms impedance and traced with straight lines.  (see 
diagram to the right) The rf_out signal line should not run under of near the 
RN21 module. The GND plane should be on the side of the PCB which the 
module is mounted. The GND should be reinforced with through-hole 
connections and other means to stabilize the electric potential.    
 
 
8. Soldering Reflow Profile.    
 Lead-Free Solder Reflow 
 Temp:   230 degree C, 30-40 seconds, Peak 250 degree C maximum. 
 Preheat temp: 165 +- 15 degree C, 90 to 120 seconds. 











USA FCC Part 15 Subpart B: 2008 Class B 
 FCC CRF Title 47 Part 15 Subpart C 
FCC ID: T9J-RN42    
  
EUROPE ETSI EN 301 489-1 V1.8.1  
 ETSI EN 301 489-17 V2.1.1  
 ETSI EN 300 328 V1.7.1  
  
CANADA IC RSS-210 low power comm. device 






USA FCC CFR47 Part 15 subclass B 
EUROPE EN 55022 Class B radiated  
 EN61000-4-2 ESD immunity 
 EN61000-4-3 radiated field 
 EN61000-4-6 RF immunity 
 EN61000-4-8 power magnetic immunity 
  
Bluetooth BQB LISTED B014867- SPP and DUN profiles 





Part Number Description 
RN-42 Standard Application firmware (SPP/DUN  Master and Slave) 
RN-42-H HCI firmware (HCI over H4 UART) 
RN-42-U USB firmware (HCI over USB port, slave device at 12Mbps rate) 
RN-42-N No Antenna, Standard Application firmware (SPP/DUN  Master and Slave) 
For other configurations, contact Roving Networks directly. 
 
Visit http://www.rovingnetworks.com/buynow.php for current pricing and a list of distributors carrying 
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Copyright © 2011 Roving Networks. All rights reserved. 
 
The Bluetooth trademark and logo are registered trademarks and are owned by the Bluetooth SIG, Inc. All 
other trademarks are property of their respective owners. 
 
Roving Networks reserves the right to make corrections, modifications, and other changes to its products, 
documentation and services at any time. Customers should obtain the latest relevant information before 
placing orders and should verify that such information is current and complete.  
 
Roving Networks assumes no liability for applications assistance or customer product design. Customers are 
responsible for their products and applications using Roving Networks components. To minimize the risks 
associated with customer products and applications, customers should provide adequate design and operating 
safeguards.  
 
Roving Networks products are not authorized for use in safety-critical applications (such as life support) where 
a failure of the Roving Networks product would reasonably be expected to cause severe personal injury or 





















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































        
        
        





































































15 XH XL 0
 7 0 7 0
 
15 YH YL 0
 7 0 7 0
 
15 ZH ZL 0
 7 0 7 0
 
        
        
        
       
        
       
        






















        
        
        
        
      
  




























































































































   












   
   
   


   
   
   


   
   
   


    
    





    













































































































        
        
        
       
        
       
        
       
        
  
        
































        
        
        





   
   
   





























































































































































        
  
        
        
        
  
        
        
        
  
        









































































































































































































   


   


   

























   


   


   








   
   



















    
    
    
  
    
    










































   
   
   
 
        
        


























        
        
        







































   
   




















































































        
        
        
     


















        
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    
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    
    
    
    
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        
        
        
 
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
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         
    
    
     


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        
        
        
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      

   


























































































    
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   
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   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   


















   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
 
   
   
   
   
































        
        
        

















































































































































   
     
    


     
     

















































































































































































































































































        
        
        





























































































    
    
    





    
    
    
    

























    
    
    
    
    

































































































































































    









    
    
    
    
    
 
   


    
    
    
    
   


    
    
    
    






















































































    
    
    





    
    
    
    
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        
        
        
 
 
        






























        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        



































        
        
        














































When reading the low byte of any
8-bit register the two MSBs are written to the TC4H register, and when writing the low byte of
any 8-bit register the two MSBs are written from the TC4H register. Special procedures must be
followed when accessing the 10-bit Timer/Counter4 values via the 8-bit data bus. These proce-




































































Byte Register (TC4H) is a 2-bit register that is used as a common temporary buffer to access the




























































































































































During the time between the write and the update operation, a read from OCR4A, OCR4B,
OCR4C or OCR4D will read the contents of the temporary location. This means that the most











































































































































































































































































































      






































































































































   
   
   
   

















































   
   
   
   



























































































   
   
   
   
















   
   
   
   
   
   
   






























   
   
   
   
   
   
   
 





    




























































































































































































































Bit 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0
COM4A1 COM4A0 COM4B1 COM4B0 FOC4A FOC4B PWM4A PWM4B TCCR4A
Read/Write R/W R/W R/W R/W W W R/W R/W
Initial value 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
 
   
   
   
   
   
 
   






























   














   














   
































   
   
   
   
   
 
   














   














































Bit 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0
PWM4X PSR4 DTPS41 DTPS40 CS43 CS42 CS41 CS40 TCCR4B
Read/Write R/W R/W R/W R/W R/W R/W R/W R/W


















     
     
     
     
     
     
     
     
     
     
     
     
     
     
     
     
     
Bit 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0
COM4A1S COM4A0S COM4B1S COMAB0S COM4D1 COM4D0 FOC4D PWM4D TCCR4C
Read/Write R/W R/W R/W R/W R/W R/W R/W R/W






















   
   
   
   
   
 
   









































   













Bit 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0
FPIE4 FPEN4 FPNC4 FPES4 FPAC4 FPF4 WGM41 WGM40 TCCR4D
Read/Write R/W R/W R/W R/W R/W R/W R/W R/W





































     
     
     
     
     
Bit 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0
TLOCK4 ENHC4 OC4OE5 OC4OE4 OC4OE3 OC4OE2 OC4OE1 OC4OE0 TCCR4E
Read/Write R R R/W R/W R/W R/W R/W R/W



































     
     
Bit 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0
4 MSB LSB TCNT4
Read/Write R/W R/W R/W R/W R/W R/W R/W R/W
Initial value 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Bit 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0
- - - - - TC410 TC49 TC48 TC4H
Read/Write R R R R R R R/W R/W

































Bit 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0
MSB LSB OCR4A
Read/Write R/W R/W R/W R/W R/W R/W R/W R/W
Initial value 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Bit 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0
MSB LSB OCR4B
Read/Write R/W R/W R/W R/W R/W R/W R/W R/W
Initial value 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Bit 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0
MSB LSB OCR44C
Read/Write R/W R/W R/W R/W R/W R/W R/W R/W



































Bit 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0
MSB LSB OCR4D
Read/Write R/W R/W R/W R/W R/W R/W R/W R/W
Initial value 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Bit 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0
OCIE4D OCIE4A OCIE4B TOIE4 TIMSK4
Read/Write R/W R/W R/W R/W R/W R/W R/W R/W










































Bit 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0
OCF4D OCF4A OCF4B TOV4 TIFR4
Read/Write R/W R/W R/W R/W R/W R/W R/W R/W


















Bit 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0
DT4H3 DT4H2 DT4H1 DT4H0 DT4L3 DT4L2 DT4L1 DT4L0 DT4
Read/Write R/W R/W R/W R/W R/W R/W R/W R/W






















































































































































































































































































        
        
        




























   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
        
        
        

































        
  
        








   
   
   






































































































































































































































































































































10 2 3 4 [5] [6] [7] [8] [P]St Sp1 [Sp2] (St / IDLE)(IDLE)
FRAME
Peven dn  d d d d 











































































































































































































































































































































































































1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 1
BIT n





































1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 0/1 0/1 0/1
STOP 1









S  D S SF 
 Rfast
D  S



























   


    
    
    
    
    




   


    
    
    
    
    








































The hardware flow control can be enabled by software.
CTS: (Clear to Send) 






















































































        
 
 
        
        
        
        
        









































        
        
        































        
        
        

































   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   






































        
        
        
        
        
     
 
       
        
       
        















     
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        

































        
        
        
        
        
        
        










































































































































































    















































    













































































































































































































Bit 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0
TWBR7 TWBR6 TWBR5 TWBR4 TWBR3 TWBR2 TWBR1 TWBR0 TWBR
Read/Write R/W R/W R/W R/W R/W R/W R/W R/W
Initial Value 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Bit 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0
TWINT TWEA TWSTA TWSTO TWWC TWEN – TWIE TWCR
Read/Write R/W R/W R/W R/W R R/W R R/W








































Bit 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0
TWS7 TWS6 TWS5 TWS4 TWS3 – TWPS1 TWPS0 TWSR
Read/Write R R R R R R R/W R/W




































Bit 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0
TWD7 TWD6 TWD5 TWD4 TWD3 TWD2 TWD1 TWD0 TWDR
Read/Write R/W R/W R/W R/W R/W R/W R/W R/W
Initial Value 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Bit 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0
TWA6 TWA5 TWA4 TWA3 TWA2 TWA1 TWA0 TWGCE TWAR
Read/Write R/W R/W R/W R/W R/W R/W R/W R/W































Bit 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0
TWAM[6:0] – TWAMR
Read/Write R/W R/W R/W R/W R/W R/W R/W R





































































































































































































































































































TWCR TWINT TWEA TWSTA TWSTO TWWC TWEN – TWIE
value 1 X 1 0 X 1 0 X
TWCR TWINT TWEA TWSTA TWSTO TWWC TWEN – TWIE
value 1 X 0 0 X 1 0 X
TWCR TWINT TWEA TWSTA TWSTO TWWC TWEN – TWIE
value 1 X 0 0 X 1 0 X
TWCR TWINT TWEA TWSTA TWSTO TWWC TWEN – TWIE
value 1 X 0 1 X 1 0 X
TWCR TWINT TWEA TWSTA TWSTO TWWC TWEN – TWIE
























Status of the 2-wire Serial Bus
and 2-wire Serial Interface
Hardware
Application Software Response
Next Action Taken by TWI Hardware





0x08 A START condition has been
transmitted
Load SLA+W 0 0 1 X SLA+W will be transmitted;
ACK or NOT ACK will be received
0x10 A repeated START condition
has been transmitted










SLA+W will be transmitted;
ACK or NOT ACK will be received
SLA+R will be transmitted;
Logic will switch to Master Receiver mode
0x18 SLA+W has been transmitted;
ACK has been received
Load data byte or
No TWDR action or


















Data byte will be transmitted and ACK or NOT ACK will 
be received
Repeated START will be transmitted
STOP condition will be transmitted and
TWSTO Flag will be reset
STOP condition followed by a START condition will be 
transmitted and TWSTO Flag will be reset
0x20 SLA+W has been transmitted;
NOT ACK has been received
Load data byte or
No TWDR action or


















Data byte will be transmitted and ACK or NOT ACK will 
be received
Repeated START will be transmitted
STOP condition will be transmitted and
TWSTO Flag will be reset
STOP condition followed by a START condition will be 
transmitted and TWSTO Flag will be reset
0x28 Data byte has been transmit-
ted;
ACK has been received
Load data byte or
No TWDR action or


















Data byte will be transmitted and ACK or NOT ACK will 
be received
Repeated START will be transmitted
STOP condition will be transmitted and
TWSTO Flag will be reset
STOP condition followed by a START condition will be 
transmitted and TWSTO Flag will be reset
0x30 Data byte has been transmit-
ted;
NOT ACK has been received
Load data byte or
No TWDR action or


















Data byte will be transmitted and ACK or NOT ACK will 
be received
Repeated START will be transmitted
STOP condition will be transmitted and
TWSTO Flag will be reset
STOP condition followed by a START condition will be 
transmitted and TWSTO Flag will be reset
0x38 Arbitration lost in SLA+W or
data bytes










2-wire Serial Bus will be released and not addressed 
Slave mode entered



























































































TWCR TWINT TWEA TWSTA TWSTO TWWC TWEN – TWIE
value 1 X 1 0 X 1 0 X
TWCR TWINT TWEA TWSTA TWSTO TWWC TWEN – TWIE
value 1 X 0 0 X 1 0 X
TWCR TWINT TWEA TWSTA TWSTO TWWC TWEN – TWIE
value 1 X 0 1 X 1 0 X
TWCR TWINT TWEA TWSTA TWSTO TWWC TWEN – TWIE






















Status of the 2-wire Serial Bus
and 2-wire Serial Interface
Hardware
Application Software Response







0x08 A START condition has been
transmitted
Load SLA+R 0 0 1 X SLA+R will be transmitted
ACK or NOT ACK will be received
0x10 A repeated START condition
has been transmitted










SLA+R will be transmitted
ACK or NOT ACK will be received
SLA+W will be transmitted
Logic will switch to Master Transmitter mode
0x38 Arbitration lost in SLA+R or
NOT ACK bit










2-wire Serial Bus will be released and not addressed 
Slave mode will be entered
A START condition will be transmitted when the bus
becomes free
0x40 SLA+R has been transmitted;
ACK has been received










Data byte will be received and NOT ACK will be 
returned
Data byte will be received and ACK will be returned
0x48 SLA+R has been transmitted;
NOT ACK has been received
No TWDR action or














Repeated START will be transmitted
STOP condition will be transmitted and TWSTO Flag 
will be reset
STOP condition followed by a START condition will be 
transmitted and TWSTO Flag will be reset
0x50 Data byte has been received;
ACK has been returned










Data byte will be received and NOT ACK will be 
returned
Data byte will be received and ACK will be returned
0x58 Data byte has been received;
NOT ACK has been returned
Read data byte or














Repeated START will be transmitted
STOP condition will be transmitted and TWSTO Flag 
will be reset
STOP condition followed by a START condition will be 




























































TWAR TWA6 TWA5 TWA4 TWA3 TWA2 TWA1 TWA0 TWGCE












































TWCR TWINT TWEA TWSTA TWSTO TWWC TWEN – TWIE









Status of the 2-wire Serial Bus
and 2-wire Serial Interface Hard-
ware
Application Software Response







0x60 Own SLA+W has been received;
ACK has been returned










Data byte will be received and NOT ACK will be 
returned
Data byte will be received and ACK will be returned
0x68 Arbitration lost in SLA+R/W as
Master; own SLA+W has been 
received; ACK has been returned










Data byte will be received and NOT ACK will be 
returned
Data byte will be received and ACK will be returned
0x70 General call address has been 
received; ACK has been returned










Data byte will be received and NOT ACK will be 
returned
Data byte will be received and ACK will be returned
0x78 Arbitration lost in SLA+R/W as
Master; General call address has
been received; ACK has been 
returned










Data byte will be received and NOT ACK will be 
returned
Data byte will be received and ACK will be returned
0x80 Previously addressed with own
SLA+W; data has been received;
ACK has been returned










Data byte will be received and NOT ACK will be 
returned
Data byte will be received and ACK will be returned
0x88 Previously addressed with own
SLA+W; data has been received;
NOT ACK has been returned
Read data byte or
Read data byte or


















Switched to the not addressed Slave mode;
no recognition of own SLA or GCA
Switched to the not addressed Slave mode;
own SLA will be recognized;
GCA will be recognized if TWGCE = 1
Switched to the not addressed Slave mode;
no recognition of own SLA or GCA;
a START condition will be transmitted when the bus 
becomes free
Switched to the not addressed Slave mode;
own SLA will be recognized;
GCA will be recognized if TWGCE = 1;
a START condition will be transmitted when the bus 
becomes free
0x90 Previously addressed with 
general call; data has been re-
ceived; ACK has been returned










Data byte will be received and NOT ACK will be 
returned
Data byte will be received and ACK will be returned
0x98 Previously addressed with 
general call; data has been 
received; NOT ACK has been 
returned
Read data byte or
Read data byte or


















Switched to the not addressed Slave mode;
no recognition of own SLA or GCA
Switched to the not addressed Slave mode;
own SLA will be recognized;
GCA will be recognized if TWGCE = 1
Switched to the not addressed Slave mode;
no recognition of own SLA or GCA;
a START condition will be transmitted when the bus 
becomes free
Switched to the not addressed Slave mode;
own SLA will be recognized;
GCA will be recognized if TWGCE = 1;
a START condition will be transmitted when the bus 
becomes free
0xA0 A STOP condition or repeated
START condition has been 


















Switched to the not addressed Slave mode;
no recognition of own SLA or GCA
Switched to the not addressed Slave mode;
own SLA will be recognized;
GCA will be recognized if TWGCE = 1
Switched to the not addressed Slave mode;
no recognition of own SLA or GCA;
a START condition will be transmitted when the bus 
becomes free
Switched to the not addressed Slave mode;
own SLA will be recognized;
GCA will be recognized if TWGCE = 1;





































































































TWAR TWA6 TWA5 TWA4 TWA3 TWA2 TWA1 TWA0 TWGCE
value Devices Own Slave Address
TWCR TWINT TWEA TWSTA TWSTO TWWC TWEN – TWIE










Status of the 2-wire Serial Bus
and 2-wire Serial Interface Hard-
ware
Application Software Response







0xA8 Own SLA+R has been received;
ACK has been returned










Last data byte will be transmitted and NOT ACK should 
be received
Data byte will be transmitted and ACK should be re-
ceived
0xB0 Arbitration lost in SLA+R/W as
Master; own SLA+R has been 
received; ACK has been returned










Last data byte will be transmitted and NOT ACK should 
be received
Data byte will be transmitted and ACK should be re-
ceived
0xB8 Data byte in TWDR has been 
transmitted; ACK has been 
received










Last data byte will be transmitted and NOT ACK should 
be received
Data byte will be transmitted and ACK should be re-
ceived
0xC0 Data byte in TWDR has been 
transmitted; NOT ACK has been 
received
No TWDR action or
No TWDR action or


















Switched to the not addressed Slave mode;
no recognition of own SLA or GCA
Switched to the not addressed Slave mode;
own SLA will be recognized;
GCA will be recognized if TWGCE = 1
Switched to the not addressed Slave mode;
no recognition of own SLA or GCA;
a START condition will be transmitted when the bus 
becomes free
Switched to the not addressed Slave mode;
own SLA will be recognized;
GCA will be recognized if TWGCE = 1;
a START condition will be transmitted when the bus 
becomes free
0xC8 Last data byte in TWDR has been
transmitted (TWEA = 0); ACK
has been received
No TWDR action or
No TWDR action or


















Switched to the not addressed Slave mode;
no recognition of own SLA or GCA
Switched to the not addressed Slave mode;
own SLA will be recognized;
GCA will be recognized if TWGCE = 1
Switched to the not addressed Slave mode;
no recognition of own SLA or GCA;
a START condition will be transmitted when the bus 
becomes free
Switched to the not addressed Slave mode;
own SLA will be recognized;
GCA will be recognized if TWGCE = 1;


























































Status of the 2-wire Serial Bus
and 2-wire Serial Interface
Hardware
Application Software Response







0xF8 No relevant state information
available; TWINT = 0
No TWDR action No TWCR action Wait or proceed current transfer
0x00 Bus error due to an illegal
START or STOP condition
No TWDR action 0 1 1 X Only the internal hardware is affected, no STOP condi-
tion is sent on the bus. In all cases, the bus is released 



















































































































































































































































































































Almost all these interrupts are time-relative events that will be detected only if the USB clock is























































Each endpoint has 8 interrupts sources associated with flags, and each source can be enabled
or not to trigger the corresponding endpoint interrupt. If, for an endpoint, at least one of the
sources is enabled to trigger interrupt, the corresponding event(s) will make the program branch
to the USB Endpoint Interrupt vector. The user may determine the source (endpoint) of the inter-



















































































































































































SUSPI Suspend detected = USB pad power down Clear Suspend by software
Resume = USB pad wake-up






































        
        
        
        
        
        
        































        
        
        
        
        
        
        
















































































































































- the endpoint size
- the bank parametrization
Allocation and reorganization of






- the endpoint direction














































































































































































































Example with 1 OUT data bank
read data from CPU
BANK 0




OUT DATA(to bank 1) ACK
SW
SW
Example with 2 OUT data banks




read data from CPU
BANK 0






























Example with 1 IN data bank
write data from CPU
BANK 0





IN DATA(bank 0) ACK
TXINI





IN DATA(bank 1) ACK
write data from CPU
BANK 0



































Abort is based on the fact
that no banks are busy,
meaning that nothing has to
be sent.












Kill the last written
bank.



















































































































        
        
        




































        
        





































        
        



























        
  
        
 

       
        
      
        
        
        
 
        

























        






       
        
      
        
        
        
        
        
































        
        
        
        
        
       
        






























        
     
        
        
        
      
        
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    
    
    
 
    
        
        
        
        
        
        
        








































































































































































































































































































        
  
        













































































 31 28 27 12 11 1 0
    




















































































        
        
        



































        
        
        


























































































































































































































































































































   









































































































































































































        
        
        











































        
       
        
        
        




































































































































        
        
        
        
        



































        
        
        

































































































































































































































        
       
       






        
       
       
       
 





















































   
    
   
   
    




























































   
 
   
   
   
   
    
   
   




















































   
 
   
   
   
   
    
    
    

















































   
   
   
   
   
   
   













     




















































































































































































































































































































































































































































     
    
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  






































































































































































































































































































































    *NOTICE: Stresses beyond those listed under Absolute 
Maximum Ratings may cause permanent dam-
age to the device. This is a stress rating only and 
functional operation of the device at these or 
other conditions beyond those indicated in the 
operational sections of this specification is not 
implied. Exposure to absolute maximum rating 












































































    













































































   
  



























      
     
     
     
     



















     
    














    
     

    
  






    
   
 
 
   





























    
   
 
    
   
 
    
   
 
    
   
 
    




    
   
 






















    
   

   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   

































































































   


















      
   
   
 
































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































          
         
         
         
         
         
         
     
         
         
         
         
   
       
  
  
         
        
       
     
        
         
   
       
         
     
         
       
  
   
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       
      
       
       
      
      
       
       
      
      
      
       
       
      
       
       
      
      
       
       
      
      
     
      
       
     
      
       




     
      
      
      
      

   
    
    
    











ATmega16U4RC-AU Internal Calib. RC
ATmega16U4-MU External XTAL
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ATmega32U4RC-AU Internal Calib. RC
ATmega32U4-MU External XTAL
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   

 
   
















































   
 
 








































































   
 










































































   
   
   
 
 
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Li-ion Boe-Bot Power Pack-Charger (#28988) 
The Li-ion Boe-Bot Power Pack-Charger is an integrated battery, power supply, and charging system 
designed specifically for the Boe-Bot robot.  It is designed to replace the 4-cell AA battery pack that 
comes standard on the Boe-Bot. 
 
The Power Pack-Charger is powered by two 18650 Li-ion cells, providing approximately 7.4 VDC @ 2000 
to 2600 mAh, depending on which cells you use.  Parallax’s #28987 cells are rated at 2600 mAh, and 
have built-in protections against over-discharging or excessive current conditions.  This charger/power 
pack will work with most protected and un-protected Li-ion 18650 cells.   
Features 
 Fits into the Boe-Bot’s chassis, replacing the 4-cell AA battery pack  
 Holds two rechargeable/replaceable 3.7 volt Li-ion 18650 cells 
 Provides up to 6 hours of continuous motorized operation (depending on cell capacity) 
 Rechargeable Li-ion cells don’t need to be removed from your Boe-Bot for recharging—charging 
circuitry is built into the board. 
 Charge with a 7.5 VDC, 2.1 mm center-positive barrel jack wall transformer (Parallax part 
#750-00009, or equivalent). 
 Automatic charge/discharge switching circuitry and on-board output fuse protection 
 Multiple LED indicators provide charge readiness information for each individual cell; status key 
for the LED indicators is printed on the board. 
 Aggressive holders retain cells in any board orientation and in moderate shock environments, 
such as mobile robotic applications.   
 Dedicated circuitry continuously monitors the charging process to ensure safety, efficiency, and 
to maximize the number of charge/discharge cycles of each cell. 
Key Specifications 
 Charging Power Requirements:  +5–12 VDC 
@ 1 A (min.);  2.1 mm center positive barrel 
jack supply (#750-00009 works well) 
 Power Output:  Unregulated nominal 7.4 VDC 
@ 1800–2600 mAh (depending on cells used) 
 Dimensions:  2.65 x 3.05 x 1.00 in 
(7.6 x 10.2 x 2.54 cm) 
 Charging Time:  1 to 6 hours, depending 
upon the discharge level and capacity of the 
cells used 
Application Ideas 
 Additional power for Boe-Bot accessories  
 Extended run-time for your Boe-Bot 
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Packing List 
 (1) Li-ion Boe-Bot Power-Pack / Charger – 2 Cell PCB, 2.63 in x 3.0 in (6.7 cm x 7.6 cm) 
 (1) Li-ion Battery Cable (#802-00020) 
 (2) 2-amp fuses; 1 pre-installed, 1 spare (#452-00065) 
 (3) Hex Aluminum F/M standoffs (#713-00024) 
 (3) #4-40 x ¼” pan head screws (#700-00028) 
 (3) #4-40 hex nuts (#700-00003 
 
Additional Items Required 
 (2) Li-ion 18650-size cells (#28987 or similar) 
 +5 to +12 VDC power supply, center positive, + 2.1 mm barrel jack (#750-00009 or equiv.) 
 Safety glasses 
 Small Phillips screwdriver 
 Needle-nose pliers 





CAUTION: Do not install the Li-ion cells until you reach the appropriate step. 
 
 
Step 1.  Set the jumper on your Boe-Bot’s Board of Education to power the servo headers from Vdd. 
Setting the jumper so that the servos are powered from Vin will power the servo with the 
7.4V input, which is above the 6.0V specification for the servos. Although extended 
testing in Parallax has not produced any failures at voltages less than 8 volts, this 
testing did not sample all prior servo manufacturing lots, so the potential for failure or 




X4            X5
15  14          13  12Vdd
Vin  
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Step 2. Remove the AA batteries from your Boe-Bot. 
 
Step 3.  Remove the two drive wheels and the rear caster ball from your Boe-Bot. 
 
Step 4.  Turn the chassis over so that it is oriented as shown below.  Remove the (4) cell AA battery 
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Step 5.  Loosen, but do not remove, the (2) #4-40 screws that are closest to the “bottom” of the Boe-





Step 6.  Remove the (2) nuts and (2) screws that are closest to the top of the chassis, as shown in 
Figure 2. 
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Step 7.  Insert the (3) F/M standoffs into the slots, as shown in Figure 3.  The standoffs should be on 
the “inside” of the Boe-Bot chassis.  Use (3) #4-40 nuts to loosely attach them to the chassis.  





Step 8.  Plug the power cable into the Power Pack output jack and thread the cable through the hole to 
the top side of the chassis.    
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Step 9.  Carefully insert the Li-ion Power-Pack at a slight angle, into the chassis, as shown in the photo.  
Insert the board so as to not crimp the servo cables.  Use (3) #4-40 x ¼” long pan head 
screws to attach the Li-ion Power Pack to the standoffs.  Tighten the (3) nuts that hold the 
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Step 10. Re-attach the Boe-Bot drive wheels and its Ball Caster.  
 
Step 11. Carefully remove the cells from their packaging.  Note the positive cell polarity.  Various brands 
of cells are marked differently.  The positive terminal may be indicated by a ringed indentation 
near one end of the cell, or the packaging may be printed with “+” and/or “-” designators (as 




Place the bottom (negative) end of a cell against the springs in Cell Holder “A”, and then gently 
slide it down and in at a slight angle into the holder until it snaps into place.  Repeat for Cell 
Holder “B.”  Note:  Cells without internal PCB’s will snap into the holders easily.   
 
Higher quality cells (those that have internal PCB protection such as Parallax #28987), are 
slightly longer.  They will fit into the holder, but they are a very tight fit.  The holder’s ends will 
flex a bit as you insert the cell.  Sight along the sides of the cells to make sure that they are 
completely seated into the cell holders.   
 
If you need to remove the cells (i.e. when the cells wear out), you can use a small, flat, piece 
plastic (such as a comb or similar) or a small pair of needle-nose pliers with tape or heat-shrink 
tubing attached to the ends (to prevent shorting) to gently pry them out.   
Lithium cells come pre-charged, so treat them carefully—they already contain a significant 
amount of energy.  Handle with care and do not short the terminals!         
 
Step 12. Connect a center-positive 2.1 mm wall transformer (such as Parallax #750-00009) to the 
Charging Power Input jack as noted in Figure 4.  The power supply should have a voltage 
output between +5 VDC and +12 VDC.  The amount of current necessary to charge the cells is 
controlled automatically by the circuitry; however your wall transformer should be rated at 
1 amp or more to minimize charging time.  If the charging current supply is too low, the 
charging circuits will not operate.  Also, a lower current will not harm the cells; they’ll just take 
longer to charge. 
  
Step 13. Upon application of charging power, the green LED (visible through the slot on the right rear) 
will turn on.  After a few moments, the blue status indicator LEDs should come on.  Solid blue 
means that the cells are being charged.  
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Circuit Description and Operation 
 
 
CAUTION: The PCB near the cell holders may get hot!  However, when the Li-ion Power 
Pack is properly installed in the under-belly of the Boe-Bot, any potentially “hot” areas on 
the PCB are safely protected. 
 
With cells installed in their respective holders, and with no external connections to the input/output jacks, 
the circuitry is inactive and there is no current flow (other than some very, very small leakage current 
through the inactive charging circuits). 
 
Upon application of +5 to +12 VDC to the Charging Power Input jack (J1), the following happens: 
 
a) The Charging Power Input (Green LED) is activated.   
b) Each cell is electrically disconnected and isolated from the other. 
c) The Cell Power Output jacks are disconnected from the cells, and disabled. 
d) The dual charging circuits begin a qualification mode to determine each cell’s characteristics.  
e) After checking the cells, LED status indicators are activated.  If required, each cell begins 
charging their respective cells. 
 
When Charging Power is removed, it results in the following: 
 
a) Cell charging circuits are disabled and Status indicator LEDs are disabled.  
b) The cells are electrically connected into a series configuration. 
c) Cell Power Output jack is connected to the cells, resulting in a 7.4 VDC (max.) output. 
 
Jack/Plug/Indicators Functional Descriptions 
 
Charge Power Input:  2.1 mm barrel jack, center positive.  +5 to +12 VDC input.  Do not reverse the 
input voltage.  Charging time is dependent on the amperage available from the power supply you 
choose, as well as the capacity of the cells you choose. 
 
Cell Power Output:  Polarized, right angle, female, bottom pin positive.   
This Power Output jack is the output from the cells.   
 
When there is no Charge Power Input (i.e. when the wall charger is disconnected from the PCB), 
the two 3.7 volt cells are electrically connected together in a series configuration, and the 
resulting power (3.7 VDC x 2 cells = 7.4 VDC) is available at this jack.   
 
Upon application of Charge Power (such as from a wall transformer), Cell Power Output is 
disconnected from the on-board cells, and this jack is disabled. 
 
Green LED: Charge Power Indicator—whenever charging power is applied to the Charging Power Input 
barrel jack, the board is receiving power. 
 
Cell A Blue Status:  This LED indicates the charging status of Cell A. 
 Solid = The cell is charging. 
 Blinking = The cell has been fully charged. 
 Off = The cell was already fully charged and no charging process was needed, or there is no 
cell in the holder. 
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Cell A Red Status:  This LED indicates a fault condition in Cell A.   
 Solid = There is/was a fault in the cell, or there was a glitch during the charging process.  
Remove and then re-apply power to the board, to see if the condition persists. 
 Blinking = The temperature of the cell is outside the safe charging zone.  The safe charging 
zone is typically set for between 32 and 113 °F (0 to 45 °C). 
 Off = There is no fault condition detected with Cell A, or there is no cell in the holder. 
 
Cell B Blue Status:  This LED indicates the charging status of Cell B. 
 Solid = The cell is charging. 
 Blinking = The cell has been fully charged. 
 Off = The cell was already fully charged and no charging process was needed, or there is no 
cell in the holder. 
 
Cell B Red Status:  This LED indicates a fault condition in Cell B.   
 Solid = There is/was a fault in the cell, or there was a glitch during the charging process.  
Remove and then re-apply power to the board, to see if the condition persists. 
 Blinking = The temperature of the cell is outside the safe charging zone.  The safe charging 
zone is typically set for between 32 and 113 °F (0 to 45 °C). 
 Off = There is no fault condition detected with Cell B, or there is no cell in the holder. 
 
Application Ideas  
Your Boe-Bot is now packed with a lot of energy.  It can now go several miles on a single charge!  You 
can also operate any number of new devices, such as additional servos, cameras, sensors, etc., with no 
fear of running out of power anytime soon. 
 
Used properly, your Li-ion Power-Pack can replace several thousand “AA” alkaline batteries!  This is both 
good for our environment as well as your pocketbook.  
 
